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Red Cross News1
The recular meeting of tho
Executive Committee, of the
Red Cross is Friday evening
Dec. 27th. AH members are
urged to be present as important business is to be
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;

transacted.
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W. II. Willcox, Chm.
Mrs. Irvin Ogden, Secy.

Francis Smith, son of Judge
and Mrs. J.F. Smith, ot Mosquero
writes his mother from France
where he is with the A.E.F. under date of Nov. 20 and 21, most
interestingly. We copy in partr-"Demother:
I am O.K. Have
not had a letter since I landed.
Am 300 miles from camp, hope
for letters when I get back. We
are going north and it gets colder every day. Alls quiet here and
looks like it is all over, and I hope
so, Have seen enough of France
and am ready to see some other
country, but this is some country
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RED CROSS INVITATION

Francis Smith
In France
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Come along friends we need
your help
triumph
over all.
To
vuHiguiK
xars.
naie
ior
complicity in the murder of
We meet on every Tuesiay
Frank Lusk.Jand R.A. Pendleton At the Red Cross Hall.
by J.D. Wade,
accompanied
Now please lend us your energy
Sunday. She
her
went out after
And then bur work will boom,
wa3 brought to Roy for a prelimWe also meet on Thursdays
,
inary hetr'ng.
At our Red Cross Room.
The hearing was held Thursday
before Judge Foster and princi- - Really 'tis imperative, the invitation call
rvollw rr Vtni rtiun nvirlpnirl- she
and help us won't you
n
come
awaitac-tioPlease
jail
to
was remanded to
for one and all
work
Ther's
by the Grandjury.
Why there is not an idle person
at our Red Cross Hall.
First Lieutenant, John Caffine,
,
from
Saturday
Roy
arrived in
We'd like to have our roll call
Camp Taylor, Kentucky, where About the hour of two,
he has been stationed in the serThis invitation, dearest friend
vice of Uncle Sam. He could
'
means
find no other means of getting You, -- and you,
and you.
out to Albert thru the snow so
Our boys are sailing homeward
he secured a horse and went
They fought for one and all
horseback. It was a hard trip
Now, we must keep our home
for a fellow from the sunny soufires burning
th but friends here don't blame At
Cross Hall.
Red
our
him for taking it rather than
by Mrs. Nelliy Willcox, Chm
Btav here "Under the Circum
A warrant was issued Saturday
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stances."

at that.
Last Monday when the armistice was signed, the French people went wild. Girls grabbed we
soldiers and hugged and kissed
us till we had to push them away
and French wine flowed freely
9 the town we were" in. There
was about a million or more in
our camp so you may know there
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was some kissing going on.
Nov. 24- - On my way back
from the north. Stopping with
the Red Cro3s over Sunday, it 3
the first rest we have had since
I have been out. Believe me,
Mother, the Red Cross is the
greatest thing in the Army. If it
wasn't for them we'd be up
it many times. If you people could see what they do for ua
you would be for it there.
A fellow dosen't really know
what the Red Cross is until he
get3 here Where it is in action.
You people in the States can't do
too muth for it.
I suppose when you get th3
you will be preparing Christmas
dinner. I suppose my chance for
Christmas is pretty slim but I
hope to be home by the 4th of
July and will have a lot to tell
"you. The Motor-Truc- k
Service
I am in will have to stay a long
time. I have been pretty well alt
over France from the Mediterean
to Belguim and Alasce, This last
trip I was as far as Metz.
I have never seen any of the
boys I knew or had a letter from
anyone yet but am still hoping.
Wishing you all a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New
Year I am as ever, Your Son,"
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Present at the Red Cross
Thursday Dec. 12, M8.
Mrs. Justice; Mrs. Kilmurray:
Mrs. Henry: Mrs. Sargent: Mrs.
Crowe: Mrs. Defrees; Mrs. Will
cox; Mrs. Brashears; Miss Fetzer
Miss Blevins; the Misses Hanna;
Rooms!

A biz snow plow was made Mon
day and a man and a team did a
lot of good work with it breaking roads about town. It has
made it possible to go part of
nnth.
It Was
ftia
n w
t
biti. uiQv
tj in "n crnnd
a good move on the part of the
village administration.

and Miss Epps.
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Misa Magdalena Martinez, who
Miss Tillie Branch came home was 'maid in the home of Mr. and
last week from her school at Mrs. J.W. Beck, of the Roy

t

'
'
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i
MÍ
Garage, went recently with the
4
it
remains of.her brother, who died
mhv vx
in a training camp from Flu, to
her' home at El Rito N. M. Soon
after her mother sickened and
died and following her mother's
Mrs. J . Floersheim came home
dentil, Magdalena also died. An- from Springer Sunday after some The Municipal Christmas Treat
other lesson in the danger of weeks caring for her sons who at the Red Cross rooms was one
Yule
public funerals of Flu victims.
were ill. She brought Sylvan of the merriest events of
any
in
deep
Roy. No child
cov
Snow 12 to 15 inches
home with her for a Christmas tide in
family was overlooked and there
ers all the mesa this week. It has
.
vacation.
were gifts for some grown ups.
snowed almost every day and thei T.E. Mitchell went to Tucum-feeL.
Mrs.
problem for cattle and sheep cari last Saturday to meet his
and
Ogden
Mrs. T.M.
The farmer who has daughter, Miss Carol Mitchell A, Brown are sending the
is serious.
Cravens Plumlee and Lester
Vassar
from
home
complaining
coming
is
Chinot
who
is
of
came home Christmas
of
wheat
Wortman,
Fiorshim
lot
a
to Mrs. Agnes
tor
vacation,
Her
present.
excusable
for
the
are
Christmas
men
day
from Albuquerque where
but cattle
cago, as a christmas
train was snow bound at Pratt A ffood idea for one who wants they arc students in the State
wishing it would go away,
Kansas, until Tuesday and he had to send a present they can't for-- 1 University. They have been
Lusk.
Frank
funeral
a long dreary wait for her com- git.
rf
The
there since last summer and will
numlarge
a
Friday
attracted
ing.
lust
return after vacation for the
Christian
People
and
the
ber of
Roy Beard returned. Saturday completion of their education.
Church was packed to it's capac-- t
from
the eastern cantonment
STEADFAST
itv with svmoathizing friends.
where he was waiting to go over
The T!nv Band will give the
On account of the deep snow it Severly silent though the tongues and "Mix
with the Hun. lie Annusl New Years BhII at the I.
was necessary to drive out to the
of slanderers assail,
is glad to get hack and all of his O. O. F, Hall in Roy New Years
cemetery in sleds and many could He goes upon his settled way,
friends are rejoicing that he is eve, uec. oisi, it'wchh i.o jí.ii"
And nothing iray avail
not goon account of the scarcity
safe home again.
.payiniroT the indebtedness of
of rigs and the danger from ex- - Against the light, his steps that
the Band.
. ..... a
.
f.v.m
ii.u..n
guide
nosure.'
TuesJav and went to
Onward, to cross or grail.
The funeral was conducted by
Ly
La Cinta Canyon to
assisted
The snecial m'cture out 'in the
Wilson,
Rev. J.M.
parhead
his
perhaps
with
that
A
grayer,
little
holidays
Christmas night by Mr.
screen
Hearn.
spend the
Rev. O.W.
His face, perchiince, more lined ents. He has been working at a Sargent, Mgr. ot the
F.H. Walther sends Christmas! Bowed is the frame that once sawmill for a long time and hunts attracted a crowd fillinsr hislitt'e
'
was straight.
."God's
wild turkey, for pastime when theater to it's omeity.
greetings from Douglass Arizona
mill
people
very
little
all
tne
clever
mind
for
a
is
deep
a
speak
more
eyes
for
His
too
Crucible"
with good wishes
the snow is
series'
of
a
is
world,
of
one
Sud with the sorrow of a
conceit and
to run.
0? the mesa.
Sargenthas
Mr.
will
(iod's
resumed.
Bluebird pictures
Yet to
Harry Wortman, of La Junta
Chas. Weatherill. wifa and ba- coming 'for h s patrons.
the And shall we to his burdens add? by came down from Mills TuesColorado, will reab the
The iddition of a piano and
the
of
tjhei
at
is
one
He who has carried all.
1
coming year. He
under the skilled
day to spend Christmas
mesa,
home.
the
of
Whose knowledge of the hidden parental, Dick Pendleton
hands oj Mrs. Brashears and Mr.
banner wheat raisers
has added
things
.
Melville
,
Miss Mae Jackson, manngerj
Might, if we knew, nppal
Lee Anderson and wife' came much to the attractions of the
of the WHson Co. store at Solano QUr smaller minds, and carp a- - down from Dawson Tuesday to
spend Christmas at the parental
Will have another inter?sling
went to Mills (Jhnslinas to celegain
of
home
film Saturday night.
brate the day at the
As though we wished his fall? Anderson and Kitchell homes.
Managar C. A. Smith and family
Miss Jackson has one of the most Is this our leader's guerdon when
Merl and Ivan Johnson, sonsol
Miss Bernice Merrill, Teacher
attractive little stores on inei The catacysm's past?
Postmaster Wm. G. Johnson, art if the High School at Carrizozo
mesa and is well pleased with Shall we in puny wisdom sit
guests 'of their cousins at, the is spending Christmas week with
and
arrows
stones
And
very
cast?
was
which
holiday
trade
the
Wm. King home in Baton th
her sister. Mrs. C.L. Wensell of
way
leads
he
us
the
He
shames
as
deep
snow
the
of
spite
in
good
'
Roy.
Calm, confident, Steadfast!
and intense cold.
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Chilili, N. M. for the Holidays
vacation. She is looking fine and
rosy as ever, and will return
after New Years to finish the
term. She was a victim of Flu.
and there were 35 deaths in the
little community from it, but she
recovered.

áUh
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Halterman returned
last Sunday from training Camp
where he was preparing to go
He has improved a lot
with his military training and
Jesse

S-- A

,

Frances,
James Francis Smith
Motor Supply Train 422
Motor Truck Company 527
Postoffice 752 A.E.F.

Reports on the temperture for
for ihis Christmas freeze shows
the thermometers to have regis- tered all the way from 8 to 25
below zero. Anyway there were

if

J.B. Lusk, wife,
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trap-drun-
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Flo-shei-
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and family
to tha"k their
'many friends for tne' kindness
and assistance given in their
in the sad
late bereavement
death and burial of their beloved
son and brother, James F. Lusk.
And also to thank and expresa
their gratitude to the Red Cross
of Roy, and the returned Soldiers
for having shown their sympathy
and for rendering so much assistance in his burial
J.B. Lusk, wife, and family
hereby
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CARD OF THANKS

j

Jack Frost was not an unwelcome
nv, UanL-o- t
.tv,
of snow protected the wheat per
'
fectly and it is growing fine.
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his apperance, with that of all
the boys who have returned
makes us a believer in Military
Training in the Schools.
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FOR SALE: - Fine thorobred
Duroe Pigs. 7 weeks old, weigh
40 Its. Price right.
Mr. and Mrs. R.A. Pendleton
See T. A. Smi ,h. Roy New M.x.
Pies sant View, entertained for Christmas at
their bentiful home in "Roy, Mr.
and Mr. F. S. Brown and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas Weatheer of
Mills, Mis3 Eula and Lora Hanna
Miss Carol Fetzer, and Miss
CHRISTMAS ROLL CALL
DECEMBER
Fannie Blevins.
The home was extradorinarily
The Tied Cross fine whs the
beautifully
decorated
with
first to flout over the battlefields
CÍ Europe ; It will be the last flag
bells the other decora
Christmas
As long as our
to be furled.
tion appropriate to the season.
own people or those of our allifH
We
The dinner was one to tempt the
ned help we must give It. Boll
are gettliiR reudy ior the
appetite oí the most exacting.
Callgetting ready to take a paGroup pictures were made in and
American
the
of
triotic census
jwwple. Every good cltlzeii will
out doors. The day was so enjoy-abl- y
aiswer "Heve"' when bis name
spent that it will ever reIs callod.
main a plesant memory to those
' '
preseat.
i'
j
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

Cáp'n. Warren's Wards

DEPENPABLE PERMANENT STOREHOUSE ON
FARM TO INSURE SAFETY OF GRAIN CROPS

'

By JOSEPH C. LINCOLN
(OopTTifhl b D. ApplMra

as blind we could have done that"
He seated himself Just In front of the
pair and glanced across the aisle at Mr.
Graves, to find the latter looking Intently at him.
'Pretty tough night," he remarked.

FOREWORD

This delightful story of a
Cape Cod sea captain's adventures in New York is one

run alongside In time to give you a
tow, but you was dismasted Just as I
got there. Here's your dunnage, all
safe and sound." '
He extended the traveling bag at
arm's length. Mr. Graves accepted bis
property and murmured thanks, not too

nodding.
"Yes," replied the lawyer briefly. He cordially.
"Well," went on his companion,
did not encourage conversation with
casual acquaintances. The latest ar- "here we arel And I for one wanted
rival had caught his attention because to be somewhere else. Caleb," turnthere was something familiar about ing to the station master, who came
In at that moment "any way of my
him. He must have seen him before.
gettln'
home tonight?"
Conversation across the aisle was
" 'Frald not cap'n," wae the answer.
brisk, and its subjects were many and
"I don't know of any
Guess you'll
varied. Mr. Graves became

the best romances from
the pen of Joseph, C. Lincoln.
There is a real plot,
and the story is full of genuine humor and splendid
character drawing.
of

CHAPTER

Oo.)

I.

"A Person Named Ellsha Warren."
STABLE !" screamed the brake-I- I
man, opening the car door and
yelling his loudest, ao aa to be

II

heard above the rattle of the train and
the shriek of the wind. "Ostable 1" '
The brakeman's cap was soaked
through, bis balr was plastered down
on his forehead, and In the yellow light
from the car lamps bis wet nose glistened as If Tarnished. The windows
streamed a each succeeding gust flung
Its miniature freshlet against them. .
The passengers In the car dli not
seem greatly Interested In the brpke-raan- 's
announcement The
person In the seat nearest the rear
slept soundly, as he had done for the
last hour and a half. Be bad boarded
the train at Brockton and after requesting the conductor not to "lemme
git by Bayport, BUI," at first favored
bis fellow travelers with a song and
then sank Into slumber.
Mr. Atwood Graves, Junior partner
In the New York firm of Sylvester,
Kubn & Graves, lawyers, stirred uneasily on the lumpy plush cushion,
looked at his watch, then at the
table In his band, noted that the train
was now seventy-tw- o
minutes late and
for at least the fifteenth time mentally cursed the railway company, the
whole of Cape Cod from Sandwich to
Provlncetown and the fates which bad
brought him there.
The train slowed down In a Jerky,
blccupy sort of way and crept on till
the car In which Mr. Graves was seat
ed was abreast the lighted windows of
a small station, where It stopped. Peerd
pane
ing through the
at the end of his seat, the lawyer saw
dim silhouettes of uncertain outline
moving about They moved with pro
voking slowness.
Then, behind the door which the
brakeman, after announcing the ata
tlon, had closed again, sounded a big
laugh. The heartiness of It grated on
Mr. Graves' nerves. What Idiot could
laugh on such a night as this aboard a
train over an hour late?
The laugh was repeated. Then the
door was 'flung briskly open, and e
man entered the car. He was a big
man, broad shouldered. Inclined to
stoutness, wearing a cloth cap with á
visor and a heavy ulster, the collar of
which was turned np. Through the
gap between the open ends of the collar bristled a short grayish beard. The
face above the beard and below the
visor was sunburned, with little wrinkles about the eyes and curving lines
from the nostrils to the corners of the
mouth. The upper lip was shaved, and
the eyebrows were heavy and grayish
black. Cap, faca and ulster were drip
ping with water.
Well, I tell you, Ezra," he called
over bis shoulder, "If It's too deep to
wade maybe I can swim. Fat floats,
they tell me, and Abble says I'm get
tin' fleshier every day. So long."
He closed the door and, smiling
broadly, swung down the aisle.
Hello, cap'n I" cried one passenger.
"What's the south shore doln' over
here In this flood f
"What's the matter, cap'n T" demand'
ed another. "Broke loose from your
moorln's, have you? Did you ever see
such a night In your life?"
The man In the ulster shook hands
with each of his questioners, removing
a pair of wet, heavy leather gloves as
be did so.
"Don't know's I ever did, Dan," he
answered. "Couldn't see much of this
one but its color, and that's black. I
come over this mornln' to attend to
some business at the courthouse-de- eds
to some cranberry bog property
I Just bought and Judge Baxter made
me go home with him to dinner. Stayed
at his house all the afternoon, and
then bis man, Ezra Hallett undertook
to drive me up here to the depot Talk
Whew I The
about blind pilotín'
Judge's horse was a new one, not used
and I
to the roads ; Ezra's
couldn't use my glasses 'count of the
rain. Let alone that 'twas darker'n
the fore bold of Noah's ark. Ho, ho
Sometimes we was In the ruts, and
sometimes wa was in the bushes. I
'told Ez we'd ought to have fetched
along a dlpsy lead, then maybe we
could get our bearln's by soundln's.
'Couldn't see 'em if we did get 'em.'
says be. Wo, says I, "but we could
taste 'em. Man that's driven through
as much Ostable mud as yon have
ought to know the taste of every road
In town."
"Well, yon caught the train anyhow," observed Dan.
Tup. U we'd been crippled as well
red-face- d

tle

water-streake-

aware.
more or less against'hls will, that the
person called "cap'n" was, If not a
leader In politics and local affairs, still
one whosey opinions counted. Some of
those opinions- - aa given were pointed
and dryly descriptive as, for instance,
when a certain town meeting candi
date was compared to a aculpln, "with
a big head that sort of Impresses you
'till you get close enough to realize it
has to be big to make room for so
much mouth.?
The conductor entered the car and
stopped to collect a ticket ,fronv his
new passenger. It was evident, that
be, too,, was acquainted with the lat

ter

'

.

.
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"Evening, cap'n," he ; said politely.
"Train's a little late tonight"
.
tonight's train," was the
"It la--for
prompt response, "but if it keeps on
st the rate it's travelln' now It'll be a
little early for tomorrow moraln's,
won't ltr
, ,
The conductor laughed.; "Guess
you're right" he said. . This Is about!
as wet a storm as I've run through
since I've been on the road."
The brakeman swung open the door
to shout: "Denboro! Denborot" The
conductor picked up his lantern and
hurried away, the locomotive whis.
tied hoarsely, and the train hlccuped
alongside another little station. Mr.
Graves, peering through his window,
Imagined that here the silhouettes on
the platform moved ,. more briskly.
They seemed almost excited. He in
ferred that Denboro was a bigger and
more wide awake village than Ostable.
But he was mistaken. The reason
for the excitement was made plain by
the conductor a moment afterward.
That official entered the car, removed
his uniform cap and rubbed a wet
forehead with a wetter hand.
"Well, gentlemen," he said, "I've
been expecting It and here it is. Mark
me down as a good prophet will you?
There's a washout a mile farther on
and a telegraph pole across the track.
It's blowing great guns and raining
pitchforks. ItH be out of the question
for as to go forward before daylight, If
then. Darn a railroad man's Job any
.

how

r

Five minutes later Mr. Graves de
scended the steps of the car, his trav
r

'

.

1

near-sighte- d,

1

"It's all right," said a ealm voios behind
him.
ellng bag in one band and an umbrella
In the other. As soon , as both feet
were securely planted on the platform
be put down the bag to wrestle with
(he umbrella and the hurricane, which
was apparently blowing from four directions at once. Feeling his hat leav
ing his bead, be became aware that
the umbrella had turned Inside out
He threw the wreck violently under
the train and stooped to pick up the
bag. The bag was no longer there.
"It's all right" said a calm voice be
hind him. "I've got your satchel,
neighbor. Better beat, for harbor,
hadn't we? Here this way."
The bewildered New Yorker felt bis
arm seized in a firm grip, and be was
rushed across the platform, through a
deluge of wind driven water, and into
a small, hot close smelling .waiting
room. When he pushed his hat clear
of bis eyea be saw that his rescuer
was the big man who boarded the train
at Ostable. .
"Dirty weather, bey?" he observed
pleasantly. "Sorry your umbrella had
to go b7 the board. I see yon was
earrytn too morn canvas and tried to

have to put up at the notel and wait
till mornln'."
"I'm booked for South Denboro, and
that's only seven miles off. I'd swim
the whole seven rather than put up at
Sim Tltcomb's hotel. I've been there
afore, thank you I Look here, Caleb,
can't I hire a team and drive over?"
"Well, I don't know,
S'pose you
might ring up Peter Shattuck and ask
him. He's pretty particular about his
horses, though, and I cal'late he"
"All right I'll ring him p. Pete
ought to get over some of his partlc-ularneto oblige me. I've helped him
once or twice."
: "Excuse me, sir," said the lawyer.
"Did I understand you to say you were
going to South Denboro?"
"Yes. I am if the powers and Pete
Shattuck H let me."
"You were going to drive over? "May
I go with you? I'm very anxious to
get to South Denboro tonight I have
some very important business there,
and I want to complete it and get away
tomorrow.
I must be back In New
York by the morning following."
"Well, I don't know. Mr."
.
"Graves Is my name."
"I don't know, ' Mr. Graves. This
ain't goin' to be a pleasure cruise exactly. You might get pretty wet"
"I don't care. I can get dry again
when I get there. Of course I shall
share the expense of the Uvery. I shall
be greatly obliged If I may go with
you. If not, I must try for a. rig myself.",
"Oh, If you feel that way about It
why, come ahead and welcome. I was
only warnln' you, that's all. However,
with me aboard for ballast I guess we
won't blow away. Walt a Jiffy till I
get after Pete."
He entered the ticket office and raised a big hand to the little crank of the
.

ss

'

,
telephone belL
Let's see, Caleb," he called, "what's
..

Shattuck's number?"
Tour long and two short," answered
the station master.
Graves, wondering vaguely what sort
of telephone system was In use on
Cape Cod, heard his prospective pilot
ring the instrument for a full two seconds, repeating the ring four times al
together. This he followed with two
sharp tinkles. Then came a aeries of
shouted "Helios 1" and at last fragments
of one-haof a dialogue.
"That you, Shattuck? Enow who
this Is, don't you? Yes, that's right
Bay, how many folks listen every time
a bell rings on this line? I've heard
no less'n eight receivers come down so
far. Two of 'em went up then. Did
you hear 'em? Sartln. I want to hire
a team to go over home with. Tonight
-s- artln.
I don't care. Yes, yon will
too. Yes, you will. Send my man
back with It tomorrow. I don't care
what it is, so It's got four legs and
wheels."
And so on for st least five minutes.
Then the captain hung up the receiver
and came back to the waiting room.
"Bargain's made, Mr. Graves," he an
nounced. "Pete'U have some sort of a
turnout alongside Boon's he can get It
harnessed. If you've got any extra
storm duds In that satchel of yours I'd
advise you to put 'em on. We're goln'
to have a rough passage"
Just how rough it was likely to be,
Graves realized when he emerged from
the station to board the Shattuck buggy. Pete himself had driven the
equipage over from the livery stable.
"I wouldn't do this for anybody but
you, cap'n," he vouchsafed in what
might be called a reproachful shout
"Wouldn't do what?" replied the captain, looking first at the ancient horse
and then at the battered buggy.
"Let this horse out a night like this."
"Humph! I should think night
would be the only time you would let
him out There, there! Never mind.
Put your
Get aboard, Mr. Graves.
satchel on the floor between your feet
Here, let me h'lst that boot for you."
The "boot" was a rubber curtain
buttoned across the front of the buggy,
extending from the dashboard to Just
below the level of the driver's eyes.
The lawyer clambered In behind it,
The captain followed, the end of the
reins was passed through a slit In the
boot, Mr. Shuttock, after Inquiring if
they were "all taut" gave the comI" and horse and buggy
mand, "Gld-da- p
moved around the corner of the station
out Into darkness.
The view ahead, over the boot, was
blackness, bordered by spidery trees,
and branches whipping in the wind.
Occasionally they passed houses sitting well back from the road, a lighted
window gleaming coztly. And ever,
as they moved, the storm seemed to
gather force.
la blowing worse than ever, Isn't
yelled the nervous Graves.
, t
.

lt

It

ltr

"Hey? No; Just about the same. IPs
dead sou'west and we're getting out of
the woods, that's all. Up on those bare
hills we catch the full force of It right
off the sound. Be there pretty soon
now if this Old Hundred of a horse
would quit walkln' In. his sleep and
really move. Them lights ahead are
South Denboro." ,
The lights were clustered at the foot
of a long and rather steep hill. Down
the declivity bounced and rocked the
buggy. The horse's hoofs sounded hollow on the planks of a bridge.' The
nag . vp
rr
.iAj..
?
t
road narrowed and became a village
by
bordered
trees
and arched
tall
street
which groaned and thrashed in the hurricane. The rain, as it beat in over the
boot bad, so the lawyer fancied, a
v
salty taste.
The captain bent down. "Say, misCONVENIENT COMBINATION CRIB AND GRANARY.
ter," he shouted, "where was it you
wanted to stop? Who is it you're look-I(Prepared by the United States Depart- consists of drying rncks situated near
for?"
ment of Agriculture.)
the top of the crib where the corn
"What?"
Millions of bushels, of corn could
"I say Heavens to Betsy how that linve, been saved In a marketable Con- can be suspended for from three to
wind does screech I I say, where'bouta dition last fall If proper farm storages ten day before being dumped Into the
crib proper. On these racks the venhad been available for the accommotilation conditions are extremely fadation of this grain. The farmer pos- vorable to the proper curing of tho
sesses no regulatory powers over the corn. Furthermore, the crib Is providweather man ; he has no control over ed with removable ventilators which
season, but he can fortify himself supplement
the shelling trench In the
against the crop losses, which often floor, to provide a correct system of
occur as a consequence of Inadequate air drainage; this combats the tenequipment and unserviceable shelter. dency of moist, damp corn to damage
Time was, with grain dirt cheap, that In the crib. As the corn Is dumped
any sort of a makeshift crib or bin was
satisfactory ns storage for the grain
crops.
In actual dollars and cents,
many farmers reckoned they .could
stand the' losses of a few bushels of
Wei
grain better than they could afford the
rash outlay for the construction of dependable, permanent storehouses. For- tnnntplv tht nrovn'lpnt hlph nrlees nf
7
Xv" 1 ILi
grains are pushing the props from under this outworn theory. The loss of
several tons of corn or wheat, In view
nf the present market prices, mounts
figures, nnd It doesn't
into
1
take many such losses to make this
"I I'm not sure that I can gat out"
T
waste loom large ns n mountain.
3
shall I land you? This is South Den
Crib and Granary.
boro. Whose house do you want t
of the division of ruspecialists
The
goto?"
of
engineering
the bureau of, pubral
"I'm looking for one of your leadlni
citizens. EUsha Warren is his name." lic roads have devised a highly efficient and relatively Inexpensive com"What?"
bination crib and granary which mer"Ellsha Warren. I"
its the careful study and investigation
interrupted.
was
There
He was
i of every progressive farmer.
This
sharp crack overhead, followed by i storage has made a hit with practical
-tremendous rattle and crash. Thex farmers who have subjected it to the
down upon the buggy descended whal
test of extensive use under a wide
to Graves appeared to be an avalanchi acid
Floor Plan of Granary.
range of varying conditions. , It Is
of scratching, tearing twigs and branch adapted for the overage, general purfrom the drying racks It falls into conies. They ripped away the boot ami
pose, corn-bel- t
farm. It furnishes as cal piles In the crib, where, over a
laprobe and Jammed him back agalnsi
nearly Ideal conditions for the drying, wide surface, it Is exposed to thorough
the seat, their sharp points against hii
and storage of grains as are ventilation and drying
before more
breast The buggy was Jerked for curing
practical. It minimizes hand labór In corn is dumped on top of
ward a few feet and stopped short
it These
crops,
handling the
while It favors the rncks do not
Interfere with the maxiHe heard the clatter of hoofs an4 maximum utilization of
mum filling of the crib, as the outer
shouts of "Whoa!" and "Stand still!
machines.
It is free of waste rack may he fastened back on the
He tried to rise, but the tangle of twlgi
detachspnc,
while it Is equipped with
rafters while the Inner rack can be
before him seemed impenetrable, so b
gave it up and remained where he waa able safeguards for protection against raised and the space below filled.
damaged groin In trie way of ventilaThen after an Interval cams a hat
The Shelling Trench.
tors and drying racks which can be refrom the darkness: '
shelling
Tha
trench In the floor of
"HI, there! Mr. Graves, ahoy! Hurt moved during seasons when they are the crib is another valuable labor-save- r,
jinnecessary.
'
,
be you?"
because one man with a
Prevents 8polled Corn.
"No." The lawyer's tone was doubt
rake can roll the grain from
corn
Investigations
shown
have
that
"No-I I guess not That you
ful.
the top of the crib into the drag as
seems
which
well
husking
matured at
captain?"
fast as the ordinary sheller can han"Yes, it's me. Stand still, yon fool time may contain as high as 33 per dle the grain. In this way the attendheaped
corn
cent
Is
moisture.
this
If
head! Quit your hoppln', up kbA
ant is able to prevent corn slides and
down!" ' These commands were evl together In unventllated cribs, much jams In the drag. The bottom of this
dently addressed to the horse. "Gla of It will rot and mold. On the other drag Is at ground level and Is smooth,
yon ain't hurt Better get out, hadni
so that the drag can be easily pushed
your
under the corn. As already stated,
door
fllnf
"I Pm not sure that I can get out
this trench is used as an inlet duct
What on earth has happened V
In the ventilation system by screening
Corn
"Tree limb carried away. Lucky fa
its ends to keep out rats and other rous we got the brush end 'stead of thi
dents.
At regular Intervals tile exbutt Scooch down and see if you can't
tends from the shelling trench through
wriggle out underneath. I did."
the. wall In order to provide for a
Mr. Graves obediently "scooched.
cross draft of air Into the trench.
t lili
BM
rrn
After a struggle he managed to slldi
Any or all of these suggestions may
under the tangle of branches and a)
be Incorporated Into any crib of simlength stood on his feet In the road be
ilar design. The expense of such Imside the buggy.
provements would be repaid In one or
Graves found his companion stand
two seasons of damp grain. The ventilalng at the horse's head, holding tht
tors which are used are readily removafrightened animal by the bridle. Th
ble, while the drying racks are hinged so
rain was descending In a flood.
that they can be drawn back out of
"Well," gasped the agitated New
the way. The grain bins are easy to
Yorker, "I'll be hanged If this Isn't- "Install, and they occupy what was for" Ain't it? But say, Mr. Graves, wlu
merly waste space In cribs with steep
did yon say you was comin' to seer
roofs and high peaks. Furthermore, a
concrete feeding" floor on which corn
"Oh, a person named Ellsha Warren
may be fed to hogs can be Installed at
He lives In this forsaken hole some
Front View of Granary.
where, I believe. If I bad knowi
the option of the owner. Complete
working plans and bills of material for
what an experience I must gd througl hand, if this grain is properly
stored
to reach him I'd have seen him at thi In ventilated cribs, most
desirable combination granary and
of the exces- this
devil."
crib will be furnished to any farmer in
will evaporate in a few
sive
moisture
From the bulky figure at the horse'l f days.
In order to fhcllltate the proper the United States if he will direct a
head came a chuckle.
curing of the corn, as well as to per- request for them to the Chief, Division
of Rural Engineering, United States
"Humph! Well, Mr. Graves, If thi
mit of handling the grain in large
butt of that limb had fetched us in- quantities, specially planned drying Bureau of Public Bonds, Washington,
stead of t'other end I don't know bul racks are
used m the combination d.
you might have seen him there. I'm
granary under discussion. .
Ellsha Warren, and that's my housi
i
This crib nnd granary Is 26 feet by AVOID ALL WASTE OF GRAIN
over yonder where the lights are."
30 feet in floor dimensions with a capacity of 2,810 bushels of small grain Where an Excess Has Accumulated In
and 3,540 bushels of corn.' The overLitter Draw It Off' and Let
Cap'n Warren gets a shock
head grain bin occupies space which
Fowls Work It Over.
when he learns the business that
otherwise would be wasted in an averhas brought Graves from New
age crib of this character. To give
In case, an excess of grain Is accuYork to see him. The lawyer's
the building proper height and pitch mulating In the litter, the best way to
mission Is disclosed In the next
of roof to favor the efficient use of readjust quickly Is to draw the litter,
Installment
either a, stationary or portable eleva- both coarse and fine, Into one or more
tor, this otherwise surplus space Is nec- piles or rows, nnd give no more food
...
TO BB CONTINUED.)
essary. It Is occupied by the overhead until the hens have worked these over
Present-da- y
wheat bin.
economical as often as necessary to get all the
The Automoblllst
construction necessitates the use of food.
The man In front drives like mad high studding in wooden structures
Another thing to guard against is
all day, and the ladles sit still and look rather than the use of long, sloping
waste through feeding very small
the
at the scenery. Man at the wheel haa roofs.
or finely broken grains. Of the latter,
no time for that When they stop for
A special feature of this corn crib cracked corn, In particular, often conthe night, he's too tired for conven
which has been devised by the ex- tains much fine material which should
'
perts of the rural engineering division be sifted out and used elsewhere.
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Think right, and you will generally
be right.

PERSONAL
STOCK-TAKIN-

you haven't measured up to expee- tattons during igiH you must find the

reatan.

G

The truth will, doubtless Jar your
n little, nnd you would
hato to see the analysis In1 the news- prper. But the results will be Just as
pul lie If you fall and men who rend
between the lines know the facts. So
If you're concerned about the future
you will respect the verdict ami hon
estly set out to avoid the foolish things
done In 1918.
You will make your
e irrectlons at once. If you continue
In error you will damage yonr work
ing ability, not to Rpouk of ydtir repu
tation and character. It Isn't busi
ness to toy with things costly. You
can better afford to down a foolish
than be downed by tasks
too big for you. If you make the cor
rections to your Ufe at once even the
balance of this year will profit by
the stock taking and you will start the
year with a little practice.
The best assurance of success is fount
in taking stock of the means of attain'
inn tt.
Many worthy projects are blasted nj
over-zeaFaith does wonders, but It's
heulthy process to mix considerable.
good Judgment with It Promises to
pay are of no value without the ability to redeem them. You must count
the cost before beginning the new en
l
fitness
terprise. Scan your
before undertaking new ventures. If
you stund the test you are bound to
You have no reuson to expect
win.
that simply because you attempt some-thinbeyond you some mysterious
power Is going to pull you through.
The New Year will be full of chal
lenges mid for (hut reason I want you
to tuke stock and he ready for the test- big when It comes.
There's nothing like knowing what yo
dare expect of yourself.
It's Just as foolish to attempt Jobs
too big for you as it Is to be afraid
of what you can do easily. There, are
some orgunlf.titlons tlmt put on cam
paigns these days to help people find
themselves.
If ypu want the some
results without the publicity go after
your own case and tlon't be too easy
with the subject.
The coming year
will be full of great opportunities and
j on won't know what to do when they
c!ne unless you take stock In advance.
To be sure some lucky turn of for
tune's wheel may put you In a high
place, but you are far more likely to
stay at the top If you rise by merit.
You owe yourself and your friendi
your best record for the coming year.
It should be a matter of satisfaction
to know that you have the ability to
do big things.
It's equally important
to know your weakness If you Rhould
be confronted with big things. In any
case failure does not add to your
credit. Many of life's failures could
be avoided If men would only take
stock.
This Is business, and you
should not shirk It If you want to succeed.'
Klse to power and criticism
go together. You will escape most of
the latter If you take time to find
yonrself and fit yourself for being
your best. Take stock before others
take It for you and corrections are
too late.
n
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For Infants and Children.

Dawn of New Year a Good
Time to Bolster Up

Mothers Know That

Weak Spots

rr,m

Genuine
i

rnimr

PUB GENT.

Always
Bears tho
Signature m n
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Chcerfutness ana Ke.u

neltta()plam.Morphlnen(
Mineral. Not WAhcoiiv

fttfW

Casta

of

the time for n personal
tuking.
The habit Is
air around Christmas.
The kiddie lives a miserable
life from the first of December trying
to do his best so that old Santa will
be good to him.
The average man
starts In around Christmas to think
about the New Tear 'resolutions he is
going to make. All his friends, wise
and otherwise proffer advice gratis
until the poor chap Isn't sure whether
the New Year Is coming or going and
If he's
he himself Is hopelessly lost.
wise he will go off by himself to a
quiet corner and turn over the events
of the past year and strike a balance
on the results. . The chances are that
he will feel as 'chipper as a squirrel
In May when the Job is finished. There
will be many Instances where the
"might have been" will condemn what

NOVV'S

ir.'
'1U

tuhr

In

jaw

ifcotnfnl Remedy ft
ConsUpaUonandDiarrt61

and reverisnne
Sleep

Use

IK
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self-prid- e

Lift has many lessons that art hard to
learn.
One Is that ynu can't put your abil
ity in cold storage until needed for
some gre'at scoop. Your present Job
may be no compliment to your ability,
but you dare not slight It for itiot
iHjCmAiniCoMPB
reason. To keep yourself fit you must
constantly employ your talents to the
limit. As soon as you begin to go easy
Unused
on them you start to decline.
potentialities deteriorate. Labor sav
expedients
ing devices mid
won't work out with the Divine mas
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
tim
th nimvii mummv. m
terpiece.
God nevert Intended ability
to be held In reserve for spectacular
purposes.
The wise man takes stock
dally to see whether or not he Is measuring up to his privileges. This Is the
MAT BE WHOLLY AVOIDED BY USING
season to begin the practice of It.
A
ret
mill outlay of money brings ray
'CDAHN'C
Man's measure is best taken when ht
Valil
If
aure
la
and
remití.
preventive
It
tnre
toils for the good of others.
Too tim II M per directions. Simple, safe and aure. The large slat
la twice the quantity and an ounce mure than ttae small alee. Oet
, Much that he does in this line Is
our bone In beat condition for late fall and winter.
All
not appreciated. The knowledge of
bainrae dealers or manufacturera.
,
Spohn Medical Co.
Goshen, Ind.. U. S. A. this kills some folks ut the start. Most
men do their best when the thing they
Leeches.
One Thing Overlooked.
A few Indomadvocate Is popular.
"Publishers and editors bleed the itable souls nre fired to the heroic
The German Is nothing if not
thorough. A German and a Swiss were poor author to death. They huve no point by opposition. It takes the big
discussing efficiency. The Swiss sold : mercy."
souled man to struggle on when he
The speuker was Novelist Arnold sees few results and gets little thanks.
"This Is my Idea of efficiency," and
He works for the Sake of the thing to
produced a, picture. It represented an Bennett, who went on :
"These profiteers are like Ihe Im be done, and that is the evidence of
exceedingly stout woman engaged In
rocking the cradle with one foot and presario who advertised for a man the
It takes the
fast.
stalwart to keep on the Job In cloud
operating a fanning device to keep the to do a
" 'I'd like to undertake that fast for and sunshine with his best always as
baby cool with the other foot ; she was
reading a book held in a rack while you,' a shnbby chnp suid to the Im the goal. If you are willing to take
stock and profit by the results shown,
she knitted, and at the same time presario. 'What Is the salary?'
"The Impresario gave a scornfnl you may be In that class soon.
sang a lullaby.
,
' The German looked at the picture laugh.
The fellow that is honest in his stock
"'Oh,' he said, 'we can't afford to taking will find many loose connections
and snorted disdainfully.
i
"Good heavens, man," said the pay you any salary for a job of this tn hts past efforts.
He has failed to keep the pace beWe will, however, stand for
Swiss In astonishment, "what else on kind.
cause his ideals and ability did not
your keep.'"
earth could she do?"
mix properly; or he has been short on
"Veil, she velghs maybe a couple
or both of these essentials. There
one
Cutlcura
8ore
Hands.
for
German.
pounds,"
of hundred
said the
fail"She could be compressing cheese by Soak hands on retiring In the hot suds are many sincere souls that are
of Cutlcura Soap, dry and rub In Cu ures because they have gone at high
kitting on It, couldn't she?"
Remove surplus speed with a Wilt loose somewhere. THE
tlcura Ointment.
Ointment with soft tissue paper. For No wonder they wrack themselves to
Nothing More.
free samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept death. The stock taking will help
"What have we there, a poem?"
X,
Boston." At druggists and by malL them to see where their personal mech"No, that Is merely a returned
Weakness In
anism needs repairs.
25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
Soap
manuscript." Louisville Courler-Jour-aaany one part hinders the best work of
the whole. For the sake of a tempoThe Idea.
rary gain you dare not endanger your
congressmen
make
do
"Pop,
why
Territorial Adjudication.
usefulness. The past has been
The Potato Bug We hope the peace pairs?" "I guess, son, they make pairs future
If it does not please
of your making.
plums."
get
some
to
conference will, decide whether this
you find what has-bethe matter
farm belongs to us or the cutworms.
and make sure of a better record for
Snap fasteners should always be
1919.
It's unfair to blame your com
What children need Is more models snapped together on a piece of thin petltors for lack of success.
If you
and fewer critics.
cardboard.
.
had been able to deliver the goods you
would doubtless have had your share
Some theories are like gunpowder
When some persons catch on to a
of the trade. They have won because
most useful when exploded.
Joke they never let go.
you have failed somewhere. Most fall
ures begin with the mental apparatus.
Look well to yours for the New Year,
There Is no time for adjustments
.
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Half a Century Ago
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PSYCHOLOGICAL

every community could
be supplied to some extent with locally dressed
meat, drawing on live stock raised nearby.
of the consuming centers,
Now two-thirwith millions of people, are one to two thousand
k
produc
miles away from the principal
ing sections, which are sparsely settled.
The American meat packing industry of
today is the development of the best way to
perform a national service. ,
The function of providing meat had to develop accordingly. Those men who first grasped the elements of the changing problem created
the best facilities to meet it large packing
plants and branch houses at strategic, points,
refrigerating equipment (including cars), car
routes, trained organization, profitable outlets
which became the natfor former waste
ural, inevitable channels for the vast flow of
meat across the country.
If there were a better way to perform this
necessary service, .American ingenuity and
enterprise would have discovered it, and others
would now be using it
During 1918, Swift & Company has earned
of less
profit
on meats (and meat
a
cents per dollar of sales too small a
than
profit to have any appreciable effect on prices.

Half a

live-stoc-

.

ts)
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Swift & Company,
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Uncle John Told Her.
Little Dot I know something my
teacher doesn't know.
You can Stamp Abortion um
Mamma Indeed ! What Is that7
"I know when the world Is coining of YOUR HERD and Keep It U81
to an end and she doesn't. I asked her
By toe nae oi
nnd she suid she didn't know."

Stop Losing Calves

'

üNnaeh

r n

after the race starts.
When the head is supplied with right
thinking the body ts apt to be best fitted
for tts tasks.
To be sure' the care of the body In
fluences the thinking, but even thut
If
needs right thinking to help it.
youi head Is off you can't give your
body a square deal. You can't booze
all night and hove n clear head the
next day. You can't dance until day'
break and have elasticity and sprlghtliness of body when the rush Is on
the next afternoon. You can't fill
your stomach with cheap candles,
preserven
ana cnemtcany
creams
fruits and be happy and obliging to
You
& trying customer In busy times.
must have the whole human mechan
Ism working In harmony If. you are
going to get the most out of the com
lrg year. That's why your old uncle
mental and physical
Is asking for-He's concerned for your
examination.
welfare and wants you to make good.
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Mfer
Indigestiondyspepsia
sour stomachs bloatedjgasgy stomachs belchy,
miserable-feelin- g
stomachs these are
s.

ay

Acid-Stoma-

.

Acid-Stoma-

victims
Yon see
everywhere always ailing. They can't
tell exactly what is the matter; all
they say is, "I don't feel well' "I'm
all in; tired, sickly." If they only
knew it, nine times ont of ten it is
that is ailing them.
It surely makes good digestion difficult, causes food to sour and ferment in the bowels, weakens the
blood and fills the system with poisons. It prevente one from getting
the fall strengtn out ot tneir 100a

after-effect- s.

Acid-Stoma-

f

I
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Take EATONIC and get rid of your
This wonderful modern remedy actually takes the excess
acid cut oi the stomach. It quickly
and positively relieves bloat, heartburn, belching, food repeating, sour,
gassy stomach, and the pains of indigestion. 'Makes the stomach cool
and comfortable keeps it sweet and
strong. Banishes all stomach troubles so completely that you forget
you have a stomach. You can eat
what you like and digest your food
in comfort, without fear of distressing
EATONIC helps you
get full strength out of every mouthful
yon eat and that is what yon must
nave to be well and strong full
strength from your food.
Get a big box of EATONIC from
your druggist TODAY. We authorize
him to guarantee EATONIC to please
If it fails in any way, take it
you.
back; ha will refund your money. If
your druggist does not keep EATONIC,
write to us and we will send you a big
50c box. You can send us the 60c after
you receive it. Address H. L. Kramer,
President, Eatonic Itemedy Company,
South Wabash. Chicago, 111.
h.

What a lot of misery they causel
How '
with its
sufferings, does take the joy
ont of lifel Not only that
is always undermining one's
health. Think of what acid does to
the teeth how the acid eats through
the enamel, causing them to decay.
Is it any wonder, then, that
saps the strength of the
strongest bodies and wrecks the health
of so many people?
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"Oh, well, who told you?"?
"Uncle John. He said the world
would come to end when children
stopped asking questions that nobody
could answer."
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KIDNEY TROUBLE NOT

"The psychological

moment

count?

DAVID ROBERTS'

right.
Almost any town
could be voted dry along about January 1."

"That's

"Anti-Abortio-

n"

Small Expense
Easily Applied. Sure Results.
Used Succeaaiuuy lor a jtcti
Consult Dr. DAVID ROBERTS
ailment. Inall animal SimnA
about
.
.1 .
fi.r
ith .full
Spedsli.t"
eopy of The Cattle
wj
nation on ADortioe in ixwa. un. vmw iwm. Wiac.
VETERINARY CO. 100 Grand Ae.. Waakeahs,

EASILY RECOGNIZED

for much."
.

THE DEATH OF THÉ OLD YEAR.

'

'

i

knee-deep
lies the winter snow,
And the winter winds are wearily sigh-

Full

DM.

.

ing:
Toll ye the church bell sad and glow.
And tread softly, and apeak low,
For the Old Year lies
Old Year, you must not die;
You came to us so readily,
You lived with us so steadily.
Old Year, vou shall not die.

His face is KTOwins; sharp and thin,
Alack! our friend, is gone.
Close up his eyes: tie up his chin;
from the corpse, and let him la
That standeth there alone,
And walteth at the door,
There's a new foot on the floor- my
friend,
And a new face at the door, my frlejd,
A new face at the door.
Alfred Tennyson.

Applicant for Insurance Often
Rejected
' An examining physician for one of the
prominent life insurance companies, in an
interview of the subject, made the astonishing statement that one reason why
o many applicants for insurance are rejected is because kidney trouble is so common to the American people, and the large
majority of those whose applications are
declined do .not even suspect that they
have the disease.
Judging from reports from druggists
who are constantly in direct touch with
the public, there is one preparation that
has been very successful in overcoming
The mild and healing
these conditions.
is
influence of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
soon realized.
It stands the highest for
its remarkable record of success.
is strictly
We find that Swamp-Roo- t
an herbal compound and we would advise our readers who feel in need of sucb a
remedy to give it a trial. It is on sale
at all drug stores in bottles of two sizes,
medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.f for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

Only Today la burs.
The opening of the year is everybody's birthday. God has let us share
his work. . God has gifts for days to
come. We may send our thoughts back
through the ways of memory ; we must
send them forth through opening paths
-'
of faith and hope. The past will come
His Position. '
no more, but today Is ours and tomor"I see the motorist has not run
row Is In the hands of everybody's away from the consequences of this
I
courage
Mrthdny, then, bring Joy and
smnshup.
Thut proves he Is above
"
May God's spirit help us, each and ev- suspicion."
'
spend
a
God
and
with
walk
eryone, to
"Certainly he Is, hecr.use he's unJoyful year In the service of his King- der the auto."
'
'

dom.

Crowns.
a crown for who can
. There's many
,
,
reach. Brownlni
1
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PARKER'S

.

HAIR

BALSAM

A toilet preparation of merlC
Belpa to radloato daadrott.
:
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L
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Boanty lnui
toGmy or Fadod Hair
own. ana fi.w m uruKVmm.

Colds Crow Better
surprisingly soon, throat Inflammation disaptick- pear, irritation 1 relieved and throat
til
stopi, when you aw reliable, time-teste- d

The Amount
"Did that stingy old fellow leave
much behind him?"
"I believe he left all he had."
i

THE

Ths Spanish - American
Riuiniitcu ACOOI n.

lilt

poatoffice in

i

You will
The War is over
find a fine line of Box Candy for OUT OF MANY RACES

Yf1

$1.50 Ftr

of the greatest services which
Red Cross Is performing In
this war Is the unification of the
over the "Nifty Gifties"at the many races of which America Is comFairview Pharmacy. posed through the Home Service,
which, through Its 10,000 committees,
Is looking after the welfure of the soldiers' families In every corner of the
The. new Ford cars' are to be country. America has always been
equipped with an electric starter called the Melting I'ot, nnd truly, but
"he
No additional charge will be has process has been slow. The war
accelerated It. The Indians of the
made for the starter, which will west, the negroes of the south, the Italbe standard equipment for 1919 ians and Eastern Europeans of our Incenters, the Mexicans of the
on as many cars as the output of dustrial
Southwest, Armenians and Swedes nnd
the starter plant will permit. It Norwegians nnd Japanese and Icelandis possible this may be fitted only ers all nro now enlisted under one
Hag, and were wholeheartedly In tin;
'
oh. the closed cars at first.
war because It was America's war and
The starter, to be usee is one they are Americans.
That they feel tills la patent to those
developed and now in production
.who have seen and talked with these1
by the Liberty Starter Co, which men. Witness the Italian, who In the
was organized originally to build assembly hull' of one of our mobilization camps was waiting with n group
starters for the Government and of
his fellows to take the oath of alobtained a contract for 16,500 of legiance. He stepped forward suddenthem.' Some of these have been ly with tears in his eyes and with a
vivid gesture pressed a corner of the
furnished for use on Government American flag that hung over the desk
tanks and other automotive equip In front of him to his lipt. A group of
ment for the American Expedi- native horn suldiers who had hee.i
looking on with amused Indifference
tionary Forces, The Government broke Into applause nnd cheers. From
contract has been canceled, and then on these Italians were their
Americans.
it is understood the Ford Motor brother
Such work as this Is valuable not!
Co. has contracted to absorb the only for the morale of the men ; It Is:
binding, the nation Into one organic
entire output
whole as It has never been bound
To give concrete expression to
at the this unity the Red Cross plans through
Present production
Its Christmas Roll Call, to be held the
Ford plant is 1000 a day but is week
beginning December 10, to Inexpected to reach 3000 in ninety crease Its membership from 22,000,-00to the limit of available member-- ,
days. The company has unfilled
e
ship. It wishes to give in this way
orders for 50, 000 cars. No change
to the world that every American,
in prices is contemplated at pre Irrespective of creed or birth, stands
squarely and uncompromisingly for the
sent.
principles for which we have been
There will be no 'immediate fighting that Amerlcn Is one and Inchange in the price for, the Ford-so- n divisible pledged solidly for honor uud
mercy and good faith.

s

RED CROSS ROLL CALL
IS SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS
Of oil the observances pf
Christmas tl:e American people
hnve known the one this year
will lie most In keeping with the
true Kpirlt of the diiy. 'Self centered excliuiiirlnj; of gifts will lie
little In evidence because our
resources are pledged to much

-

O' the

V

'

Association.
Instead of the usual sale of Red
Cross Seals which has been conducted
Tor the last ten years Jointly by the
National Tuberculosis Association and
the American Red Cross, this coming
year the- - tuberculosis movement will
be supported by a direct appropriation
of $2,000,000 from the Red Cross, and
In turn all of the machinery of the tuberculosis campaign will be turned
Into helping swell the membership of
the American Red Cross In an effort
to enroll every man and woman In the
tountry.
In every state there Is a well organ
feed state organization, and under It
there are strong local branches. TheRe
with
trained workers will
the Red Cross chapters In their com
munity and will endeavor to organise
their districts so that no one can es- Universal merober-llil- p
tape solicitation.
In the Red Cross will be the aim.

cember 10th to the 23d os outward
symbols of this annual rededlcntion to
Red Cross service.

RED GROSS SUNDAY
The Red Cross Christmas Roll Call
week begins with a special Red Cross

Sunday on December the fifteenth.
From every pulpit throughout the
routifry will be told the message of the
American Red Cross. Special programs should be arranged In the
Schools on this day.
The Sunday School room should
flame with- Red Cross posters nnd
and there should be prominently displayed both a Red Cross (lag and
Teacher
I Red Cross Service ling.
tnd pupils should carry home this Red
3ross message to the members of their
'amllles and see to It that each one of
:hese Is wearing the Red Cross
button before the week Is over.
The Christmas spirit should express
tseli In Red Cross service and sacrl-IcSun-Sa-

WILL GIVE COMFORT KITS.

y

niem-icrshl- p

hag-fhg-

.

T

111

'

'j

.

,

I comfort kit with comb, brush and
tven n toothbrush his Joy knew no
wnnds, and he immediately nade a,
Mental allotment from his next pay
(ay to go to the American Red Cross,
ahlch hud proved his friend in his j
hour of need. ,,,

II

'
'

I

"

';
j

" k

RED

CROSS CARRIES TONS
FOOD

OF

BELGIANS

TO

American Ited Cross trucks are constantly in action along the Helginu
front. This report of the work of
these trucks was recently received by
the Commission for Belgium:
"In the last two weeks we handled
210 tons of foodstuffs and a large
quantity of salvaged material.
"We have been saving the effects of
people In llr shelled towns. Fumes,
Altéele, Coxyde, La ramie, Aivering-hem- ,
the Trapplst Farm,
nnd Iteninglielst
St. Jennle-KlezeOn nearly all occasions when work
wii s In progress in the last named it
bus been shelled, hut fortunately with
out Injuries to trucks or drivers."
n
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MILLS
3rd Sunday
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All In

the Game.

Bhoot.

"Then I would suggest you approadi
..
villi caution."
.

.

.

.

'V
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(

"Who Is that big, Ktnipping woman
near the green' just nheud of us?" asked the golfer.
"Gee ! That's my wife, ns sure as
I'm born," replied his partner, about to
'

iV VF.
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THE HOME SERVICE IN ACTION AT THE UNION STATION, WASHING.

I

V IN, U. W.

IÍearn, Pastor.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
10 A.M., each Sunday,

CATHOLIC
Mnss twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church;
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p'.m. -

-

Cars Housed and Cared for

-

At Reasonable Rates.

CB- -

Co- -

WBSSSBff

ROY,

.

Priest in charge,

Proprietor

Y. P. S. C. E,

,

Mrs.O. W. HEARN, President
Miss ullian Crinkr, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M., every Sundav evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

New Mex.

Roy Garage
and LIVERY

Methodist Episcopal Church
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

J. W. BECK, Manager.

J. ,B. LUSK
Attorney

at Law

Col. F.O.WHITE

to me

3rd Sunday
Church
-

.

at

Roy

Christian

am and 7:30pm

11

Noted, Tried, Experienced 2nd and 4th Sunday at

A'U c t i o n e e

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted

Felix Vaciion,

Rev. Fr.

RepaJr Work SSiflSST

r

J.

Mills

a m and 7:30 p m

11

If you want the services pi an

Pastor

M. WILSON,

SALESMAN
SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT
whose work has always proven
satisfactory, it will make .you 1st and 3d Sonda? s
8.00 P. M
Mosquero,
Money to consult me before mak- at
11 A. M.
at Bradley,
ing your SALE DATES.
No Sale too Near or too Far. 2nd & 4th Sundays at Liberty, 11 A.M.
,

NEW MEXICO

-

ROY

,

Plumlee Hospital
New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted,
CARUS PLUMLEE,

ROY,

Physician in Charge.

Solano, 3, P.
, Pastor,

No Sale too Larpe or Small,
You
Spanish-America-

M.

E. L. PRATT

have SALE BILL

can

printed and make dates at the
Office.

n

LODGE DIRECTORY

Roy
jr--j

New Mexico.
Gordon's Defense of Khartum.

am

a

I.O.O.F.

For sheer duration General Gordon's
heroic defense of Khartum excelled all
modern sieges, for It lasted 317 days,
or Just nine days shorter than the RusUnforsian retention of Sebastopol.
tunately, ns we nil know, Its termini;- -'
Hon was a tragedy, embittered by the
fact that n very few days later the
would-barmy of relief nrrlved, only
in time to pick up the threads of a
pitiful disaster.' ,

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday
.

e

.

Evening

Visiting Brothers always
come.

wel-

Melville Floersheim,

N. G.

Wm, G.

Woman's Tribute to Man.
A more or less extended experience
as a breadwinner has taught me a
noble charity for man. Martha E.

Johnson, Sec'y:

Rebekah Degree
..

HARMONY' LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
' .
Evening each month
'
I. O. O. F. Hall
Miss Etta IIornbaker. N. G.
Mrs.Blanche Grunig, Secy.
"'

He Patronizes Me!

REFERENCES:
Roy

Trust and Savings Bank,

i

Roy, N. M.
Citizens State Bank,
Mills, N,. "M
'

Visiting Sisters welcome

El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor.

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Roy Telephone Co.

Steam Heated,

Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet,' homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in thej
Maih Business District

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
Office and Exchange,

V;

11.00 a. m. 8PM.

BAPTIST

ROY, N. M.

j

UV

at

O. W.

Landing

Aero-Plari- e

For Better Drinking Water.
Because of the necessity for better
,
drinking water In Italy tjie American Ilolden.
lied Cross is manufacturing a large
For Croup
number of water sterilizers and disinfecting plants which are to be turned
over to the Italian military authorities
"Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is
at Rome and used according to Ueir splendid for croup," writes Mrs. Eddiscretion.
ward Hassett, Frankfort, N. Y., "My
children have been quickly relieved of
attacks of this dreadful complaint by
its use." This remedy contains no
opium or other narcotic and may be
'
given to a child as confidently as to an
adult.

':'.

.

First Sunday each Month at 3,'

P. L. GyNN, Superintedent.

P M

'

'

-

VIEW

. PLEASANT

,

at

tractor, which will continue
Dearborn, Mich.,
at
SICK FOLKS HUSTLE
as heretofore.
FOR THE RED CP.OSSU
C. B. Stubblefield Co.
Roy, N.M.
Distributors,
Through the National Tuberculosis

warfare there Is much
portable relief work done. Instead of
carrying the wounded man to hospital
and canteen, canteen and hospital are
moved to him. - The first thing that Is
done for a man after the battle Is to
give him something to eat. The American Red 'Cross has rolling canteens
that take hot bouillon, coffee, tea, cocoa, lemonade and sandwiches right to
the front line trenches.
To the man
who Is wounded there Is a mobile hospital brought to his very elbow. This
Is the "autochlr," a special motor truck
that carries a complete surgical hospital right to the front.
These are some of the things that
the people of America are doing for
the comfort and welfare of the boys
over there by enrolling their names In
the Red Cross Christmas Roll Call.
The Red Cross button and the Red
Cross Service Flag shouhl everywhere
be in evidence during the week of De-

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month ,rat
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morn- ing service.

FirstSunday in each hiontn.
Service 11 A. M:t 7.30, P.'M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

$750, f. o, b,

In modern

.

ROY

11

-'

Association and the Journal of the Outdoor Life, Its ofllclnl magazine, a campaign Is being organized to get tuberculosis patients of the country to enlist every fellow "cure chaser" as a
member of the Hed Cross during the
coming lied Cross Christinas Itoll Call.
Special campaigns hnve been organized In all of the large sanatoria, of
which there are nearly 000 scattered
throughout the Culled States. Efforts
will be made to enroll one hundred
per cent. In each institution and also
to go after nil patients and enroll
them as well. Eery patient In the
sanatorium will be responsible to get
one more patient. The movement will
be a contribution of the tuberculosis
patients of the country to. the lied
Cross.
.
Since the National Tuberculosis Association nud Its affiliated agencies are
being supported by the Hed Cross
through direct appropriation- during
the year 1919, this effort of the tuberculosis patients Is considered to be uu
uuusually appropriate one.
'

!

CHRISTIAN

ROY GARAGE, Agents.

no-tic-

Fifteen hundred
associations in every state In the Union have set aside their ordinary work
and are giving their time and attention during the next month to the Red
Cross Christmas Roll Call, nccordlng
to an announcement from the headquarters of the National Tuberculosis

When be w'ns handed

i

0

TUBERCULOSIS FIGHTERS
JOIN WITH RED CROSS

Because of limited room on the
Hinsports the Army has now barred
e
nnfort kits from the personal
since
However,
of soldiers.
have furnished such real
these
romfort and pleasure to our boya,
the American Red Cross Is arranging
for as large freight shipments of these
as possible, to be distributed through
For these
Its Foreign Commissions.
have made universal appeal. One big
burly soldier boy was as pleased us
punch over some simple puzzle that
had been slipped Into the bag he drew.
Still another Insiunce Is told of a
loldier boy who came from the trench
rovered with grime nnd dirt and with
dct even as much as a toothbrush In

l

r,

UNIVERSAL CAR

Have you seen the Ford Model T One Ton
Truck Chassis? It is, we believe, the greatest
servant ever offered the American people. A,
strong Vanadium Steel frame with the regular
this
and a direct worm drive,
Ford motor,
truck will be among motor trucks just what'
the Ford. is among all motor cars: the supreme
value from point of effective service and low
cost of operation and maintenance. Ttye Ford
One Ton Truck Chassis is $550. f.o.b. Detroit.
We'll assist buyers on the body question.
Come in and let's talk it over.

i

till

.

fletarles.
To register TOCR approval of
the Red Cross all you need Is a
heart and a dollar I

his possession.

THF.

,

more Important use.
The lied Cross Christinas Roll
Coll Is conceived In the Dew
light. When the American imin,
woman or child pays the nominal iiiemhersliip dues the action
far transcends an ordinary contribution. Wherever people aro
starving, wherever they are sick,
wherever they lack shelter, the
lied Cross Christinas lloll Coll
will stand for renewed hope nnd
the promise of ellicncious relief.
How necessary, then, that the
answer of the American people
The
should be overwhelming.
amount of money raised Is secondary. The world will measure
our humanitarian purpose by the
number of names enrolled. If
the word goes out that FORTY
MILLION Americans have joined
the lied Cross or n greater number all mankind will be revived
by the practical proof of cur
Idealism.
Those who have been on the
firing line know that the work
of the lied Cross will not end
with the proclaiming of pence.
In many respects the demands
upon the Red Cross will Increase as new fields of relief are
opened.
The readjustment pe-rlod will present many opportu-- .
nities for sharing our abundance
with our world neighbors, who
are at rock liottom In every hu- man respect.
Lvery American will be think- Ing along this Une because the
needs- - In Europe nnd Asia will
stand forth with Insistent call to
In the
his nnd her sympathy.
Red Cross Christmas Roll Coll
the aim is to place the entire
American people on record aa
approving the Red CroRS spirit
Such approval will make every
dollar expended abroad have a
sacred significance to the bene- -

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
Your
at .Christian Ohnrcn.
presence is necessary.
G. R. Abernathy, Supt

RED GROSS MAKES ONE

Before completing your Christmatter at the
'
Roy, New Mexico.
mas Purchases, come and look
second-clas-

Church Directory

,

.

Hie Fairview Pharmacy.

AND PUBLISHER

SakKriptiM

Entered as

N

Christmas Gifts at

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
EDITOR

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

E

Tourists and

PHONE at Springer.

Land-Seeker-

s

Will find this the right place.

Mosquero," Mills, Abbott, 'Taylor Springs
Rural-Coi- n
uiunity Lines conand intermediate points.
'
Service- Efficient
Roy City Exchange,
nected.
Solano,

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Great Acts Live Lcng.
great net does not perish with the
life of the man who performed H: It
Jlves nnd srrnw.t up' Into the llvea-anj acts of those who survive hlra and
his memory. General Sir
n
A

y

Wil-lliiu-

Robertson..

étnm

THE

1L

2L
Strong, County Treasurer,

G U.

Mora, New Mexico

Employs only Expert Mechanics in all Lines
General Blacksmithing; Horse Shoeing; Repair' Work
Expert Wood Work; J. D. WADE, Mechanician.
Power Machinery, Lathes, Drills, Saws, Planers and
every kind of Power Equipment,

Complete Index to

71

charge,

entrusted to

us

Gas and

Oils:
Welding, '

li:

d

Intop,

ínvrS1
.

Auto Livéry; Cars Housed- and Cared For at

...

,

aW,

-

í,i,1d

fv4tVí-

-

'J-NE-

18

...l,

Bring all your Mechanical Troubles I us,
Its Our Business to Fix Them.

i

j
i

Cororr.i-i-ü'n-r-

,

,
Ffli.fi. 19IM.
Claimant natives as witnesses:
J.w, Church
John Beckman
John Hoi-toE. II. Hughesall of SoUno N 1.1
)

R. A. PENDLETON & SON,

of

E've"
Rey, N.
,,

t

reí

M. who cn

p.

Sec.
iy,,..,,l.Li o
m,.4u
N. M. P. Meridian, has íiled notice

uum.

u.,

:s

19!.8
,

ii

IVp IS N.,
a
27
. N.M. P.M.
fil,.H r,,.i;,.
,,J
J
f
..,..
.......
liri tWv.
fcU CAUIU- vuivk. JVU.
claim (o the land aboye described,
;
Iíií fore F. H.Foster
l". .6,
fit his olJicrt Iíov, N. M.,

Reasonable Rates.

;

NOTICS FOIt PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
0iIke at claytn. Mew Mexico,

Dec. 1(5 1IH8. x
.
M t.
18
Notice Ü hewbv Piven that
Niebca Ksquibr-lM.
of Solano. N..
o..i ln,s

f

NEi-NW-

..

.

i,

SJ-N-

,

f

WE HAVE
GIVE IT

beforo F. II. Fo.ster U. S.' Commission- e r at Roy N. M. on Feb. ó 1013.
Claimant names as witnesses:
t'cdtrioo Esquiliel Adolofo Montoya
Tito Hurtado
Celeilon Esijiiibtl
All of Roy, New Mexico.

A HANDY CHECK

A

BOOK

FOR YOU

MONTH'S TRIAL.

IF

YCU WILL START A CHECKING ACCOUNT FOR JUST
ONE MONTH WE BELIEVE YOU'LL SAY THAT YOU
WOULD'NT GIVE UP YOUR CHECK BOOK IF YOU HAD
TO PAY OUT REAL MONEY TO KEEP IT.

IT 15 A PERFECT RECORD OF YOUR EXPENSES AND
A CHECK ON WASTE.
YOU WILL ALWAYS HAVE THE RIGHT CHANGE WHICH
WILL SAVE A LOT OF ANNOYANCE IN THE COURSE

PAZ VALVKRDH.

Register.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Kegister

5

wS0.

'.

m';e '""I Three Year
ln;ent'c
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described

n

V

.1

CAN

dispatched with Promptness and Aceuro
9fetlully Solicited

NOTICE FOH rUDLÍCATfON
tlve Interior, U. S. Land
.Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

Proprietors.'

-

WE HAVE A REAL, ESTfiTE AND 'INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

Cylinders
and Bearings Trued by the newest
Processes and most Accurate Machines.
All Repair Work f ully Guaranteed.
Re-bare-

1-

AND YOU

,

Your 13uslns3 iU

Oxy-Acetyle-

i

Bank your money

Lands and Towrl Property in

hi the Mora Grant are being
Btraightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracta on these Lands. -

,

Garage
Automobile Accessories,
Repair Work,

l

S'

Titles to Lands

.

A! Matters

in

5TART YOUR BOY

V

Mora County.

6i

,

-

A-!-

-

--

Raymond A. Pendleton, Expert Mechanic,

THIS ISTHEWAYTO

J. Taylor, Abstracto

Tom.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

Blacksmith & Machine Shop

'

MCH.AMEtOAl.

OF A YEAR.
WE ADD 5 PERCENT INTEREST ON 6 OR 12 MONTHS TIME

.

DEPOSITS.

Dentist!

NOTICE

Past 14 years in Denver,

who, on

now of

made-

NWl-SE-

J

&

SWl-N-

Ei

se-ti-

.

His, next dates will be

e

Poor rpatlewi.
The rtrnuhle with the ayerage lf.
mnrte man is the poor selection of tils
pattena.

FltANClSfO

;

5

FOR SALE or will trade for
a good Eord or other light
car
A team of big Mules
and good &et of heavy all leather Harness, worth $350.
Inquire .at he S-- office

'

o

A new and progressive Business Enterprise
To meet the demads of the Community for a

1,

J,

I,

Reliable Medium of Exchange,

Claimant names as wiite.esses:
llentiia Qirntana, Petrolino Quintano
All of Trementina, New Mexico.
Tji tn,
E.
Sattoosq,
Lula
Damaaic) Delan y,-- .
Wairons, N.M.

1919

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION !
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Oflice at Clayton, New Mexico,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Dec. K 1913
Notice is hereby given that
-- 4
Dec. 10 1913
'B. Gardener, of Roy N, M. who
Notice is hereby given thct 'JfEZoM
on July L'Cth m
made H. E. No. Charles T. Wright, Roy New Mexico-whNWJ-NW- i,
0550. for
on June 11 1914 made Homestead
NWJ-SkEntry 018001, for EJ; Sec. 7 Twp.21N
Section 9,
Township
18 N. Range 27 , N. M. P. M., has filed noRvire 25 E. V. M P. Meridian, ha tice of intention to make Three Year
filed notice of intention to make Three Proof, to establish claim
to the land
year proof to establish claim to the above described, before F. H. Foster,
land above described, before
F.1I. U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, New Mox-Ne- w
Mexico.
Foster, U.S. Cornmissoner at his office
at Roy New Mexico, on Feb. 5 1M9
Jan.211919
Claimant names as witnesses:
'
Claimant names as witnesses:
P.J. Laumbauch
J.M. Finch
J. M, Beard
Herb Davis
Leandro Archuleta Dan Laumbauch
J, S, Christman
J. N. Wright
All of Roy New Mexico.
All of Roy Néw Mexico,
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

y

Twp. 16 N,
U23E. NMPM. haf
filed notice of intentwtai to make five
year proof, to establish claim to the'
land above described, bahru
Elíseo C.Cordova, U.S Commissioner
Trementina New Mexico, on Feb. 1. 'IS

Wüllbeán ROY Regularly in

OF FARM & TOWN PROPERTY & CHATTELS

Farm Loans,

'

Insurance,
Auction Sales, Notary Public,
Farms & Ranches Bought & Sold.

DEIjCADO,
Registei1

On n outhern iiluntntjon were two
small uero boys. Berry ajiil 'Wesley,
who llil flie milklnc VresleyAviis
ilmt Herry was fitzy ,aml
rrJofi to make Wley cte the.

Office in the old Telephone Building,

fnt. evening the Indy.of the
house vorrt out to the fcitclin and
Fnlrt : -- Bemy. have ymi
the

ROY, N. M.

vr;irlc.

NOTICE FOR PI!RLirTmi
Bepartmeni of the Interior, C. S. Land
Dillk' in7" ""V'HK'm, I iolelied it iqAkln't
umce at banta he, .ew Mexico
DepOTtment of the Interior, U. S. Land
you, Weriejf?"
I)ien.ber, 20 1918
Oifit-- e
at Santa Fe, Xew Mexico
Notice is fcerebr
Jmt
Dec. 21 191S
E,
Tipton,
Li!a
of
Sabiuoto,
N.M. whó
Kntiiraf Question.
Noike is hereby given that
on Feb. 28, 1912, made H-- E
016407
no.
Allen birtl his nintlter mpntila!n Stuart
Tipton, of Sabinoso. V, M,.
J
about the p ent number of lady .bugs who oc Oct. 16th, 191.Í, made Home for Lots 2&3 Sec. 6, T16N. K24K,
& Lot 4, Sec. 21, Tp 17N, R24E
every where 4n ;tJie house, ife watched
stead Entry No 019712 for NEJ-SEttiem for a lonKitime, then askeid, hXom
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of- inten.
NJ-sSec. II; .NWJ-SE1See. 12, tion .fcj make
t
ill them
there any amtle-UKifive year nrW tn
Township
N, Ranjfe 23 K. N. M. P. tablish claim j
lady bugs?"
to the land abov de
Meridian, has filed notice of intention scribed before Elkeo C. Cordova. II. 8
tomake
Proof, to estaUish Commissioner at Tremtntioa,
New
claim to tt.e bind nbove described, be Mexico on Feb. Ui 1919.
fore W. C. Cgle, US.Comniisionarat
Claimant names .as witnesses:
E. Las egca,
N.M. on" Jan. 29 lJii. Petrolino Quintana,
Fenturauiut4.na,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Trementina,
,
T.F.Tipton
T. F. Tib ton, Sabinoso,
Damacio Deüany,
ft'atroos, N.M
Damaclo Delaney, Watrous,
Pajvs on loan 'day applica-- .
Ventur. Quintana,
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Paradolin QuiBtana, Trementina, N.M,,
Register
tion is nade.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION
Department of The Interior, U. S
KOTICE FOSJ PUBLICATION
U. S. Land Offiee' Santa Fe, New Mex
New Mex.
MILLS,
Dec. 21 1918.
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land
Notice is hereby given that
Office anta 'Fe, N. M.Dec. 21, 191&
Notioe is hereby fjiven that Ramon Francisco Mora, of Sabinoso N. Mex.
Fresquen,
of Sabino so, N. M.,who. who, on Au. 10, 1914, made H. E.
on Nov. ,5, 1915,
mule homestead en (Act of Feb. 3, 1911) serial No. 02I5H3
1
for
and Si SWJ Section 35
try, No. 2501)4, for
&
See.25, T. 17N, R. 2E. N.M.p.Meri-dian- , Township 17 N., Range 24 East N M P
has filed nptiee of intention to M., has filed notice of intention to
make Three Year Proof, to establish nake Final Three Year Proof, to estab
claim to the Jand above described, he- - lish claim to the land ahnve ilui-;io,- i
before. í 11 Foster. U. S. Com 'r at before F.1I. Foster, U. S.
Commisonir
Roy, N.N. Jar.. 28, 1919.
at Roy New Mexico, on'January 28 1W19
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:-Jose R Torres,
Francisco Mora
Jose R. Torres
Ramón Fresquez
Desidero Lucero
Cipriano Lujan
Frank l.uján,
Juan Lujiin
all of Sabinoso, N. M.
All of Sabinoso New Mexico
,
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
FRANCISCO' DELGADO;
Register.

Mrs. Isleyte Letter
In a recent letter .Mrs. D. SY. .Isley
(of Litchfield, 111., says, "I have used
Chamberlain's Tablets for .disorders
(itt .the stomach and .cs .a laxative, aim
have found them a quick and sure relief." If you are troubled with indigestion or constipation these .kblets
will do you good."

1WTICE

ÍÜR PUBUCAHOH.

3

'be,'-ftiren'-

SEi-SW-

n

1 5

Land Bargain

-

l".ve-Ye-

320 Acres, 300 acres
20 acres canyon with good
Spring; 2 miles ot extra
good fence, Five mites from
town, level road, 60 acres
under cultivation,

Money to Loan
ON LAND

$7.00 an Acre,

Will buy it if taken Soon,
Make inquiry of the S--

J. C. Wood,

A.

The Plumlee Hospital

SJ-S-

NEW MEX.

ROY,

'

Cares for, both Medical and
Surgical Cases.

j

i

Recently Enlarged,
Newly Furnished and Equipped,
.

Careful Attention and Good Nursing,
5 Visitors and Correspondence Invited.

Carus Plumlee,
-

We" also have Cottages

Separate from'thelHospital,

Physician in Charge.
with Sleeping 'Porches, 3
For Tubercular Patients.

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

Frank O. White,

&

NEJ-SW-

Tucumcari,
6,

101(1.1916.

CcL

Roy Realty & Loan Company,
ROY, New Mexico,

6

of

4-5&-

1912 &

1,

Homesteal Entries nse.
Lot 4, Sec. 6, TVp. Í6N. Kn,'. 24E:
SEi-N- l;
Lots
j

Stanf ill &Hannah

Jan.

Frank L. Schultz,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Landi
Oilice, Santa Fe New Mexico.
Í91S
Dec. JO.
Notice is hereby given that
Thomas F, Tiritón, of Sabino.io, N. M

Dr. Hannah,

future.

FOR PUBLICATION

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

,

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicalsjand Stationery

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dñ M, D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

N. Mex.

J,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION '
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, Ü. S. Land
Dtiice at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
December 2d, 1918,
:
.. :
i
it- Dec. 10, 1918
iNuiiic )j l.'t.'ti'y tll- - milk
Notice is hereby given that
Delfina Atruila', of Roy, New Mexico,
of Bueyeros N. MV
who, on Sept. 30h, 1915, uhder Act of Nicklaus Hayo,
who, on Dec. 17 1913, addl. April 13th,
February 19tl(. 1909
made Homestead Entry No, made H. E. no. 016014, addl. no. 022931
for NWJ; SWi-NEf r SWiSWJ, Sep. 25:
Sec. 12 Twn. 19N
N M. P. M., ha
26&NEÍ, Sec. 35, Twp. Range 30
E,
19. N. Raige 24. E. NMPM. has filed filed notice of intention to make Final
notice of intention to mnke ' Final Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
Three Year Preof to establish claim to the land above
described, before
to the land alove described, before
U.S. Commifoner
F. II. Fofter, U. S. Commissioner, at F. H. Foster,
at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on his office in Roy, New Mexico, on the
Jan. 21, 191!)
January 15th, 1919.
Claimant
V
Dimes as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ben Beller
A. Belhr
Juan Isidro Romero, Seferino Garcia
Pedro Texier of Bueyeros New Mex.
Florencio Esquibel, Vicente Martinez
T. E, Mitchell of Albert New Mex.
all of Eoy, New Mexico.
PAZ . VALVERDE,
Francisco Delgado.
Regibter.
Register.
J;

SJ-S-

S--

SEi-SW-

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Umce at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Department of the Interior, U. S. LanJ
December 2d, 191&,
is hereby given that
Henry G. Horn, of Mills, N. M. who,
on June 14, 1915, and July 28, 1915,
made Homes' ead entry 023898 and ad
ditional 024275, for
Sec, 13;
,
i,
See. 14;
Sec. 23 and NWJ NWJ, Sec. 24, Twp,
Notice

Nl-NE- J:

North

21

Raoire.

24.

SEJ-NEi-

East

N. M. P. M., has filed notice of inten
tion to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office in Roy,
New Mexico, on the 15th day of Jan.
1919. '

Claimant r.ames as witnesses:
Mrs. Emma Seaman, Ed! Cheney
R. E. Andersen,
T. 'A. Turner,
allofMii.'s N. M.

Ill

FijanciscoDelgado,

Krg;btei

Office

at

Clayton, New Mexico,
Dec. 101918
Notice is hereby given that.Joh.i
H. Hornbaker, of Roy N. M., who ,
June 2, 1915, and addl. Jan,- - 4, 191H
made H. E, No. 020214 and addl. No.
021450 for lots
and 8 Sec 1, T
20 N, R 25 E. Lots 3, 4, Sec. 31, T 2TN
R 26E. Lots 1,2,3,4, Sec.tl, Twp. 20N
2GE, N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
intention to make Three Year Proof
to establish claim to the land above
described before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico,
Jan. 23, 1919
MS.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Virgil Haltom
Lue PeiftVr
J. H. Mahoney
J. F. Gibson
all of Roy, New Mexico.
paz VALvznr-2- .
.

Regisitii.
FOJt PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Claytoi, N. M., Dec.'.lti; 1918.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Notice is hen by given that
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
FreJerico Esquibel, of Roy New Mex.
Dec.10 1918
who, on July, 12th 1915,
made H. E.
Notice is hereby given that
itj
No. 0245:! for NWi-NWSec. 8 and Tito M. Vigil,
of Bueyeros N. M.
NWJ-SW- i,
and SJ SWJ. Sec. 6 Twp. who on Nov. 21, 1913,
mude H. E. No.
Kan-f25 E N. M. P. M. GÍH93U
for S E i, Sec. 17, Twp. 21 N.
filed notice of intention to maka final
Range 31 E, New Mexico
bree year proof to estaUish claim to P.
M., has filed notice of intention to
fie land aLov descrilcd, before F. H.
make three year proof, to establish
Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his ofclaim to the land above described, belice in Roy, N. M., on Feb, 5th, 101
fore Register and Receiver at Clayton
Claimant names as witnesses:
New Mexico, on January,
21 ll!
AdDlofo Mntoyo Celedón Esquibel
Claimant names as witnesses:
Roy, New Mexico,
, o W
Leandro Vigil'
Vi'il
Ignacio Mastas
Tito Hurtado
Abran
parda
Juan F. Garcia
of Milla New Mexico.
All of Bueyeros New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
PAZ VALVERDE, '
NOTICE

'

e

5

'

.

.c

THE

FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF

v

league has been orga
says a Central Newi
Berlin,
lied In
dispatch from Copenhagen.
King George will give a banquet at
Buckingham palace in London Deo. 27
in honor of President Wilson.
President Wilson will probably b
the guest of the king of Buckingham
palace during his visit to Englund.
German residents of Danzig held a
mass meeting to protest against annexation of the city by the Poles.
Secretary of State Hanush made the
announcement that because of the
shortage of coal, 48,000 persons were
out of employment in Vienna.
There are between 60,000 and 70,000,
unemployed workmen in Berlin, ac-cording to the Tagllsch Rundschau.
Of this number 7,000 are metal workers.
British newspapers are planning to

LATE

'WORTHY PEACE"

MARKET

.ASSURED SWEDEN

A people's

LATE LIVE HEWS
RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
,
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS. DOINGS, ACHIEVEMENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
WmUii Newspaper Unloa News Barrios.

ABOUT THE WAR
During the last allied offensive, between Sept. 26 and Nov. 11, twenty-on- e
American balloons were lost.
The Polish government has declared
Kself ready to conclude a military and
political alliance with the entente nations, according to the Cologne
Ga-aett-

Additional unlti overseas, Including
bout 1,500 officers and men, assigned
by General Pershing for early convoy
borne, were announced by the War Department at Washington.
When the total German casualties
are published the number of deed will
be about 2,000,000, according to the
Cologne Gazette. Up to Oct. 25 the
total casualties reported were 6.0CG,-76of whom more than 4,750,000 were
Prussians.
Field Marshal von Hlndenburg has
telegraphed the Berlin government advising It of his intention to form a
new front six miles behind the neutral
one fixed by the armistice, according
to a dispatch to the Paris U Journal

SPANISH-AMERICA-

establish a special aeroplane service
which will carry news of the peace
conference from Paris to London
twice a day.
'Field Marshal von Mackensen, in
temed by Hungarians, is confined
staff in Count
with bis entire
Karolyi's castle at Foth, according to
a dispatch from Budapest.
The American delegates to tht
peace congress have resolved to advocate the sinking of the surrendered
enemy warships, and resist any proposition to distribute them on the basis
of naval losses.
The Congress of Soldiers and Work
men's Councils has decided that election to the national assembly shall be
held Jan. 19. Those opposed to the
summoning of ay national assembly
polled only forty votes out of a total

QUOTATIONS
MESSAGE BY PRE8IDENT WIL
SON READ IN BOTH CHAMBERS

N

Newspaper Union News Service.

Wtlliri

D1CNVEK MARKET.

OF 8WEDISH

Cattle.

Fat steers, granara, choice
to prima
at steer, arussers, guoi
to choice
t steers, yrassers, fair
to Rood
Heifers, prime
own, fat, stood to
ows, fair to a;ooi
owa,. medium to fair
owa, cannera
ulla
pul

i.

iilvea

"

hois

Good

60li.60
?
J-

Feeders. stood to choice...
Feeders, fair to Rood
titockers, good to cholea...
fair to Rood
Stock,
Htockera, medium to fair..

00íí

11.B0
8

My

7.25
25

-

AND FREEDOM'OF

THE SEA WILL

BE INSISTED UPON BY AMERICAN EXECUTIVE,

10. no

J7, 009i 8.75
ii& 8.00

.$14.75(915.25
. 14. 50i 15.00
. 13.50 '14.50
. 1.00 V .75
. K.OOfc' 7.50
. 10.00 li.00
. Í.00Í 10.00

.mlii. fat
lml)B, feeders, Kt-ambs, feeders, fulr...

NATIONS

25
25

7.00
J8, 00 12.00
1)01
10,
12.00
60ÍI 10.60
00

A LEAGUE OF

.60

76M
60 '

ii.dvmi.

fine p.

PARLIAMENT.

00O14.D0

Western Newspaper L'nlon News Service.

Deo. 23. A niessag
Stockholm,
(rom President Wilson wag read la
both chambers ot the Swedish Parlia
ment Friday. It was as follow:

I have received with the greatest
satisfaction the message which the
two chambers of the Swedish Riksdag
Wethers
were generous enough to send me and
ral Market.
accept it as a most welcome exHnr
I
(K. O. 11. Denver, Carload l'rlca.)
pression of the confidence of the
Hajr.
'
chambers.
fit 2 S.00
upland,. per ton. . $22.00
Colorado,
believe that by com
hope
I
...
. ..
and
nn
tK(,t,9
n
tun. .
.NttUrKBKU upiauu,
mon counsel a peace worthy of the
Colorado and
l'rulrle --hay.
9o.ootfr2i.oo
i...
aspiration of the people of Europe
23. H0a 14.00
Timothy, ier ton
can and will be secured and I shall
ton
Altana, pT
' ""'
22.0023.00
Houth Park, ur ton
with pleasure and pride do all I can
(lumilBoii Valley, per ton.. Sl.OOW23.00
t.OOijj
.00 to promote It.
atraw, per ton
(irala.
(Signed) "WOODROW WILSON.
.12.45

wes

wes, fecdrs
eurllnKS

,

r.viiUn inn ii.a hnvtiiir.. 3 23
Corn chop. Back, selling- l orn in saca, leiuui
White corn... meai, i per - ivv ih
x- Ml
v.n
' inn
IC1IUW twill liiroii
'
4.45
Corn flour (white), per 100 lbs
oiuun
imtru,
tiiuicn leeu, per
100 Iba., sellin... 1.30
Brim, Colo.,

Pithy News Items
Gathered From All Over

New Mexico
W atara .Newnpaper

Union Nesrs Service.

Work Is progressing on the Raton
high school "gymnasium.
About 4,0(10 tons of fair grade alfal
fa hay is still on hand In the Rio
,
Grande valley.
Wm. Butler was elected president of

the Federal Farm Loan Association atthe reorganization meeting at Farmington.,
,
An election will be held in the Hayden district Jan. 18th to determine
whether the voters desire to consoli
date the Tokalon and Hayden

Many of our American women were un
able to take up the duties of nursing at
the front, but they should know how
care of their own at home, and for
this purpose no better book was ever:
printed than tho Medical Adviser a book
containing 108 pages, and bound in clothr
ith chapters on First Aid, Bandaging
,
and enre of Fractures, Taking care of
Physiology, Hygiene, Sex Problems,
Mother and Bal)e, which can be had at
most dreg stores, or send ISO cents to, the
publishers, 663 Main St.Buffalo, N. Y.
The women nt home, who are worn.
out, who suffer from pain at regular or
irregular intervals, who are nervous or
dizzy at times, should take that reliable,
temperance, herbal tonic which a doctor in
active' practice prescribed many yean ago.
Now sold by druggists, in tablets and hq-id, as Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription,
Send 10c to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel,.
Buffalo, N. Y., for trial package.
Oklahoma City, Okla. "I suffered from
woman's weakness and general debility
until I took Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription and it has done me more good
than any other medicine I ever used. I
do not neoitate to recommend it to anybody, for it has done me worlds of good
and I am sure it will help others as welL'
Mrs. M. F. Smith, Box 18, Route 4.

Grazing conditions In the southeast
ern tier of counties in New Mexico are
particularly promising now, according
to J. C. Logan, secretary of the sheep
sanitary board.
November was the biggest month
for the 'number of animals destroyed
that the Albuquerque dintrict of the
United States Biological Survey has
had in a long period.
Jt was announced that Camp Cody
would be used only for a convalescent
hospital for returning soldiers. The
nrpspnt haae hospital will be left
standing for this purpose.
Brooding over attentions which were
being paid his putative fiancee, Miss
Eva firaee. teacher in tne iourin
grade at Tularosa, Fred H. Kronenberg shot and killed himself.
Among the names of additional
American prisoners who have arrived
Yes, Indeed.
in France after being released from
The kiilser nipped on the pearly
camps in Germany announced by the
gnte.
War Department, is George S. Wells,

Paris. Deo. 23. The President'
first week In France finds the preliminary situation surrounding the
of 240.
peace conference fairly well developed
The German government has d
toward the point where, according to
rioar. lbs.,- sacked.
elded to convoke a conference of rep- Hundirían Patent.
President's expressed view, It will
the
t'-Biiujec-to niBcouni
resentatives of all the states of the Humearían,
be worth while for the United States
48 lbs., sacked, subject
...
2 7
former empire on Dec. 29 to elect a
mm.
to participate.
II, .itNo response.
iiuiii
,
Roswell.
President of the German republic, ac- Hungarian, 24 lba., sacked, subject
The President's conferences with
The kulser nipped on the pearly
"
to
discount
held
election
special
step
from Zurich.
There will be a
cording to a Berlin report. This
French and Italian statesmen have
gate ujjuin.
Or rued Poultry.
German propaganda and the tendis said to have been taken in order
emphasize that he considers In legislative district No. 2 In Socorro
to
served
No response.
poultry
on
live
following
prices
by
The
vacancy
caused
to
the
fill
county
ency to criticise conditions In the disoutbreaks.
avoid
to
fresh
a treaty of peace not enough, but that
r net F. (I. 11. Denver:
The kaiser rapped on the pearly
merauer
Chaves,
33
32
November Is
trict occupied by the American forces
the general agreement to be made the death of Eduardo
"I am confident that the big council Turkeys, old
gate a couple of hundred times.
25
toms.
have been abruptly checked by the es- of statesmen of the world will be able Turkeys,
among the nations must Include a sat- fclect. nenubllcan. who was a victim
í0
IS
Turkeys, choice
No response, and a long interval of
MaJ.
influenza.
by
censorship
of
a
of
tablishment
' it 22
isfactory settlement of the question
to reach a just and reasonable solu- liens, IDyouna:
silence.
20
Ducks,
newspapers
Gen. Dickman upon the
Fort Wlngate, now established as an
of the freedom of the seas and a
1
20
tion of the problems that will be pre- Cleese
"Well, I'm ilumned!" said the kai
12
and the theaters.
ordnance depot for the army, is hous ser, Sun DIM.
ill 4 league of nations.
sented to them, and thus earn the Koosters
sent
there
were
was
who
goes
England
3,000
soldiers
lng
to
The total war damage to France
The President now
gratitude of the world for the most
Live Poultry.
10
64,000,000,000
francs, excluding the critical and necessary service which Roosters, lb
to continue the discussions there along from Camn Cody during the past few
How's This?
2
27
Turkevs. 9 lbs. or over
loss of commerce and imports and the has ever been rendered It," said Pres- Hens
the same lines as those he had with days. Others are expected to arrive
14
We offer 1100.00 for any case of catarrh.
was
damage Incurred by Individuals, It
the representatives of France and shortly.
20
that cannot be cured by HALL'S
ident Wilson In an interview in Paris, Ducks.- - vounc
18
MEDICINE.
Italy, which the President's advisers
Eight counties report work on coun CATARRH
announced in the chamber of deputies referriug to the approaching peace Ueese
17
& 24
Hprlna-HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE li takdescribe as having been satisfactory. ty roads during the months of Sep en Internally and acta through the Blood.
in Paris by M. Dubois, head of the conference.
28
Broilers, l'j to Z lbs.
the Mucous euriaces oí me eysiem.
President Wilson, in acknowledging tember and November and thirteen re- - ongold
budget committee.
by druggists tor over lorty years.
SPORT
Karst.
by
upon
the
past
three
him
during
bestowed
honor
the
the
work
road
oort
The German armistice has been exPrice 76c. Testimonials free.
strict!
fresh, case
Chicago horse sale, one of Errs,
the
At
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
a
of
F.
form
the
J.
in
of
Paris
Mexico
University
New
I1T.TI91I.00
according
count
to
the
morning
months,
tended until 5 o'clock on the
the top sales was that of Hal Day, an
degree, said: "I feel very State Highway Bulletin Just issued.
doctor's
of Jan. 17 and the Allies have notified
Ratter.
Planted by Grant
trotter, with a record of Crcnmerles, ex. 1st
CS
keenly the distinguished honor which
(trade, lb.
Germany that they reserve the right
One of the largest land sales in
brought ? Creameriea, 1st grade, stor
when Gen. U. S. Grant wn
12,500.
Adverse
Planted
2:01
for
by
me
the
UDon
conferred
has
been
involv
to occupy the neutral zone east of the 050,
New Mexico in many months,
64
age
055
Gingham $1,100.
stationed at Fort Van
Eva
and
lieutenant
is
and
it
Paris,
University
great
of
Creameries, 2d grade (cold
Rhine from the Cologne bridgehead
ing the ourchase of 100,000 acres, took
2
,
storage), lb
very delightful to me also to have the place when Frank and George W. couver, a cherry tree on the farm of
The athletic council of the Univer
to the Dutch frontier.
El if 52
Process
honor of being inducted into the great Bond, Jr., bought the Baca location Grant Farmer, on Fords Prairie, ;
41
40
Casualties of the American expedi- sity of Pennsylvania announced that ruchiiitf stock
agebegin
sports
at
the
comDanv of scholars whose life and No. 1, in Sandoval county, from tne Washington, is still bearing at the
tionary forces which have not been it will revive all
years, says the AmeriFruit.
of eighty-fou- r
ot the Redondo Development Company.
published by the War Department but nlng of the new term on Jan. 6, and, Apples, Colorado, box. ...... II. EOff 8.60 fame have made the history
can Forestry Magazine of Washington.
University of Paris a thing admirable
2.Z54TZ.7S
announced officially by Gen. Pershing as far as possible, place them on a rears, cooking
According to the December govern
parts
all
It hns a spread of 65 feet and Its
in
among
cultivation
men
of
had been reduced Dec. 1$ to a total normal basis.
Vegetables.
ment crop report, 130,000 acres were trunk measures 10 feet 11 inches
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Abundant Proof That Africa Was
On Time Peopled by Races of
High Intelligence.
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are multiplying that Africa contains the secrets of a great
civilization.
At present It Is partially
savage land, given over to savage After the War a Period of Prot
animals and equally savage men, and
perity.
It Is, difficult to conceive that In the
mists of antiquity this continent was
It is evident that the Government of
peopled by Intelligent communities.
(be Dominion In its programme of reIn the last century a great deal was
and development is
learned about this dark continent, and construction
a work of tremendous Imthe South African company did much
portance. There will be available the
to add to our store of knowledge.
labor for work that has been silent
The expedition of this company Into
since 1914, and the rehabilitation of
Mashonaland, In search ot gold, passlabor will entail the thought and
ed the wonderful ruins of Zimbaye, this
energy of most capable heads. The
nearly 200 miles due west of Sofala,
transition period from war to peace
on the Indian ocean.
be rapid and thorough, and, InThey have been attributed to, the will
of Canada sinking into a state
stead
Moors, the Phoenicians and the Perwill be a continued
sians, and It is said by the old chron- of lethargy, there
period of wakefulness that will give
iclers that there were Inscriptions,
employment to the unemployed, and
which modern archeologlsts have set
render to the capitalist and producer
out to decipher,
ample return for his money, effort
These structures were reared of
and enterprise.
granite, hewn Into small blocks a litThe agricultural potentialities of
tle larger than a brick, and put to- the great Canadian West possess Illimgether without mortar. In all the
itable acres of the best of soil, capable
walls are seen two or three courses
of producing millions of bushels of
of masonry, .whero the granite blocks the
best of grain. The cost of groware Inserted la zigzag- fashion.
ing this Is lower than any place on
'
There seems to be no doubt that the continent. There will be a greater
they, were erected as places of de- demand than ever for these lands, the
fense, and also for the smelting, storconsequent production will be heavier
ing and protection of gold, copper and and
Cattle
the profits attractive.
other metals.
Industry will be one of the chief deOn removing a quantity of the sur- velopments, and the encouragement of
face' rubbish Inside, there was found It will He In the continued high prices
what 'Was evidently three large circu- that beef products will bring." Eurolar roasting floors, formed of burnt pean .countries have been depleted of
fireclay and slightly concave.
There cattle, and the demand for beef, cattle
were also remains of sing, and other and dairy products will tax the efforts
evidences that the place had been used of the producer for years to come.
tor smelting metals. "
Western Canada offers unequaled
It is certain that the last thing civ- opportunities for development in this
ilized men would expect to find In this Hue.
region, where the natives belong to
In the Canadian West plans are bethe lower stages of tiuman developing laid for the development of elecment, are these great rock structures trical power which can be produced
betokening the existence of a former cheaply. There Is an 'abundance of
drlllzatlon amid these wilds.
coal and water power that could be
The natives have not even any tra- used In developing this useful energy.
dition as to the origin of the ruins. What cheap power produced in this
There are many facts proving their way will mean to the farmer and degreat antiquity, and among them the velopment of Industrial enterprises
clrcuip.stancesthat at one of the great cannot be estimated In figures.
ruins at "Zimbaye an Ironwood tree,
More extensive development of the
which was undoubtedly hundreds of water power at Niagara, on the St.
years bid, had risen through the wall Lawrence and at waterfalls all over
and spilt It.
the country, is ready to be launched.
Pcae will see new mine fields
Watch for Tacks In Pie.
opened up, and it is equally certain
The question as to whether a perthat shipbuilding, railway equipment,
son who finds a black tack In a piece steel production, and many of the inof blueberry pie is entitled to recover dustries will go forward with a
damages from a restaurant com'psny bound.
for gross negllgeqce in not detecting
Canadian Industries will be required
the presence of the tack In the pie, In the reconstruction of Europe, and
has been passed on by the supreme already the Canadian Government has
court of Massachusetts in Ask vs. sent across the seas a commission for
Chllds'Dlnlng Hall company, In which the purpose of securing orders. Canthe court rulad, for the defendant and ada took an early and prominent part
held that the plaintiff had failed to In the war, and In the days of peace
sustain the burden of proof In estab- will be found equally active. She feels
lishing either direct or inferential evi- that by the valor and loyalty of her
In pointing out people she has earned a large share
dence of negligence.
the difficulties confronting the defend- of the business and prosperity that
ant in keeping small black tacks out will follow the war period, and abe
of Its blueberry pies, the court said: proposes to get
it. Advertisement.
"The tack was very small. It was so
tiny that It readily might have become
Reform Comes Gradually.
Imbedded in a blueberry. If so, Its
A fashion note says that the new
shape
such
It
were
that
and
color
iklrts will completely cover the
would naturally escape the most careankles,
but we hardly expect anything
It might as readily have as
ful scrutiny.
as that at once and shall
radical
It
came
blueberry
before
a
Into
stuck
If cotton tops again bebe
satisfied
as
to the possession of the defendant
Grand Rapids
come
practicable.
afterward. The carelessness of some
person for whom the defendant In no Press.
might have
way was responsible
caused Its presence In the pie. The
maker of the basket, some previous
The kidneys are the most overworked
owner of the berry, or some other orean
of the human body, and when they
third person, Is as likely to have been faU in their work of hltehng out and
developed in the
the direct cause of the tack being in throwing off the poiaong happen.
things begin to
the pie as the defendant or those for system,
One of the first warnings is pain or stiffwhose conduct It Is liable."
ness in the lower part of tbe back; highly
Evidences
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People Are Passive
and Unfathomable Yet
Their Love of Inde-

pendence Promises

ft

Bright Future
N 1810
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Emperor .Alexander

.'

oí
then

1

Russia wrote to Steluhelt,
governor general of Finland, In
the following terms: "As re- gurds the conditions of PluiumL
JTM
,ny it?tlon has been to give
this people a political existence.
so that they may not feel themselves conquered by Russia, but .
V united to her for their own clear ,
advantage; therefore not only(
their civil but their political laws must be
.,'
v
maintained."
Today, a century after those
v
words were written, there deems at last
good hope that Alexander I'g Inteutlon may
be permanently fulfilled, writes Rosalind
Travers Hyndman In New York Sun.
A race of Mongolian origin , and language, the
"Snomllalset" or people of the fens were Christianized very early in the thirteenth ceutury
by the Swedes, who treated them on the
whole with' equality and Justice, and Intermarried
with them freely, not,' however, allowlug the Finnish language to be written or spoken to atiy et- ...
......
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piered a people who spoke Swedish and regarded
themselves as Independent Swedes; and although
the Finns have passed through enormous national
changes In the course of the century, Russians of
the ruling classes could uever get It our of their
heads that Finland desired to belong to Sweden
.
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right.
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Naturally this development soon cleft the country In two. Many Finns urged, not unreasonably,
lhat It was hardly practicable for so small a peo-nl- e
to cut themselves off from Scandinavia, from
'
Russia, from the rest of Europe in fact, "by
climbing on to a language island" in this way. But
nationalism triumphed. In 18(53 the "nico little
by Alexander II left the
Finns freenTo govern themselves In all Internal
matters In a fairly representative manner, and
from this time the study of Finnish became an
Integral part of the general education.
The use of the revived language of Finland
grew so fast that Swedish-speakinFinns began
In find themselves In a minority, and (n 1804 after
n very hot debate the Finnish language was placed
on an equality with Swedish in the Finland senand "Fennoman"
ate. "Svekoman" (Swede-Finn- )
Í lTlnntsrt.frinnl hoinma ftrlaci nt U'lirfftro nnri iha
language conflict fell roughly into line with the
divisions' of class. The progressive and proletarian elements In the country were Fennoman,
while the middle class, conservative and aristocratic forces were for a long while by speech and
;

g

"traditions Swede.
All this time the Finns as a people and as a
nation kept strictly to that policy of detachment
and independence which has always marked them.
They took no part at all in Russian affairs and
showed little Interest In those of Scandinavia;
,1hey appeared to Europe generally as
as a Chinese colony In the West might be.
Finland meant to work out her salvation alone.
. I ..
.1
u- II.
iiiermurc uuu tin uiuueu me cuuiury hus uyeu
to European Influences, for the Finns have always
been great travelers, wandering about the continent with cold, appraising eyes, selecting and taking back with them such Ideas as they considered,
likely to be of use. They took political Jdeas also
from Scandinavia and from Germany, but they
had no desire to make propaganda for their own
,
Ideas or their own race.
Yet inevitably they were bound to be a growing
trouble to the Russian government and a stumpolicy. Obviously a demobling block to Pan-Slaprovince was ont
cratic and almost
of place among the folds of the vast autocratic
rule which covered all the Russlas then.
But a far more Important objection was this:
The duchy of Finland, alien In language, character
and administration, was a complete break. In that
scheme of one vast homogeneous Russia, stretching from the Norwegian coast to the Pacific, one
'in, language, laws, religion and' government that
dream of giant unity and monotony which seems
to have filled the minds of the directors of Russia
for 30 years and more. , There seems little doubt
lhat the deposed dynasty cherished this design
"
as the Hohenzollerns did that of
It was a similar huge, dull, magnificent, nilschlev-ou- s
Idea, trampling even more widely over the
rights of other nations and Intended to produce
an even more dismal uniformity of rule.
So, dispassionately viewed and the Finn, even
when considering his own misfortunes, Is eminently dispassionate Russia's first attack upon
the liberties of Finland In 1899 was Inevitable, a
catastrophe of nature. There is little need to
recall "the bad years" from 1899 to 1900, when the
Finnish constitution was suspended and the country was placed under the rule of a wjtitary dictator, General Bobrikoff. They form fcnonotonous
record of press censorship, dismiss!!! ,of native
officials, Illegal arrests and exile.
however unsucThe great. strike qf
cessful in its main ohlects. Bchleved two thlnns;
.1

1

1

.

v

"Mlttei-Europa.-

1905-190-

the friendly demeanor of, the' dowuger empress.
policy has bad very
'Naturally this
bad results; At the beghmlng of the war many
Finns were In favor of thé allies, chiefly by reason
of their English" trade connections and English
sympathies.
most powerful
But
- iimI necessary ally forbode to suy one word in
iavor of a reasonable treatment of Finland, and
when (he English press by Its undiscrtmlnattng
praise of all things Russian actually gave more
strength to the powers of reaction, then the Finns
cannot be blamed for looking elsewhere.
Their exiles flocked to Germany In great numbers, and It Is said that more then 3,000 Finns
took up their residence there. The Germans are
further credited with making active propaganda
for their cause among the professors and students
they
of. Finland, but It seems doubtful,
would really have found It worth while, when the
doing so
allies themselves were unconsciously
sympathies there. If
much to spread
but no one can say more than If Finland was
occasionally used as a channel for communiWe all remember how. In May, 1910, 120 meni-- ,
bers óf the British parliament signed a memorial
cation between Germany and the traitorous party
to the duma expressing the apprehension with
in Russia the allies have only themselves to blame.
which they regarded the proposal to deprive Fin-- '
However this may be, It seems pretty clear that
land of her constitutional rights, while a large
there were several German agencies In more than
number of Herman, French, Italian, Belgian and'
one part of Finland trying to itir the people up
Dutch deputies formed and addressed
to an armed revolt. '
similar
memorials. But all this was In vain, and by July,
Since our reactionary press nt one. time took
19Í0, the bill for the Russiflcatlon of Flnlund beupon itself to repeat the venerable and discredited
came law.
cliches about Finland's desire for Independence
It was w Immediately and violently put Into
or for union with Sweden, It Is well to ayonce
more that Finland's great nationalist movement
practice. The lamltdag was still assembled at inwas all directed against Swedish Influence, and
tervals, though It had rather less power' than a
A
official
counclL
municipal
number of
dimlssals
that there are not five wiseacres In the whole
country whb would" dream of the possibility of
took place, Russians were given full ' Finnish
such n union. Nor has the fiercest advocate of
rights In Finland and the usual series of arrests,
imprisonments and exllings followed, but until
Finnish freedom ever contemplated absolute InThe position of the country and its
dependence.
1912 the Finnish press was only Intermittently
very small population wholly forbid It.
censored. However, this second scries of ,"bad
Surely this tiny nation has a magnificent future!
years" was much harder for the Finns than the
period of
It may even be possible for them, highly trained
Soon after the war began Finland was practicaland politically qualified as they are, to hurry
through the intervening stages of their economic
ly cut oft from the civilized world. Russiflcatlon
development and show to Europe the working
set in with full force and the most stringent cenThey are
commonwealth.
model of a
sorship of the press, of correspondence and of all
In the main Mongolians, patient, passive, secret
Even
written matter whatever was established.
and unfathomable, and their kinsmen In Japan
the internal business of the country suffered greatand China have done equally marvelous things.
ly, and the whole people were put "under hatches,"
Yet alien from us as they are racially, their deas It were, and assuredly on very short rations for
Is so western that no Englishman who
velopment
an unlimited time.
has spent much time In Finland has any sense of
One piece of news only came through In the
a race barrier. On the contrary', they seem, once
early days of the war, to the effect that the dowknown, curiously appealing and sympathetic, this
ager empress of Russia had returned from Denbrave, ugly little people, with their high cheekmark by way of Finland and had shown much
eyes.
bones, great foreheads and deep-se- t
courtesy and common sense on her passage. It
landscape,
is extheir
literature,
like
Their
guard
personal
had
her
caused
she
that
was said
traordinarily varied and beautiful and there runs
to be greatly relaxed, that she had talked with
through It a sense of the timeless forests and the
Finns everywhere and had taken pains to create
unbounded North. It haunts you ; no one who has
But shortly after her return
a good impression.
Beams Made of Redwood.
felt the charm of Finland Is really content till he
the Finns were specially and officially warned "not
Wood is now rapidly supplanting
sees
of
Land
the
again.
Thousand
Lakes
upon
to build any false hopes of restored liberty"
steel beams In Industrial plant construction, as may be seen In a large
pulp mill which Is now being
paper
ICE AS A SWEETMEAT.
PAPER FAMINE IN OLD TIMES.
erected. What are known as laminatare being put In by
We Americans eat more Ice cream and slmtlRt ed wooden trusses
company havThere was a paper famine In Europe In the
Chicago
construction
a
frozen desserts than the people of any other naseventh century. In A. D. 040 the Saracens conmill.
the
for
contract
The
ing
the
tion, but the Japanese have us beaten as eaters
quered Egypt, and at the same time, by order of
used are 96 feet long,
trusses
largest
Alexof ice. According to tne "fokyo Advertiser, one
Omar, their caliph, the renowned library at
six of these, and the maof their favorite dishes Is small cakes of ice there being
andria, consisting of 400,000 volumes, was burned.
terial is a redwood. There are 21
broken
Into
pebbly
pieces
tin
derived
with
was
world
eaten
and
trusses.
The paper supply of the then
trusses and seven
sugar and lemon, or any other mixture that they
only
from the papyrus bark, a reed which grew
of
the
material
feet
thousand
Twenty
may fancy. The commonest way of eating Ice In
Consequently, when the Saracens
In Egypt.
the remainder south'Japan, however, Is to shave It Into snowy flakes is redwood andredwood
gained possession of the country the paper supply
Is used in the
pine. The
ern
to
swallow
and
with
it
sweetened water Into
was cut off. This ld to the adoption of a curious
work that Is directly
cut
of
the
part
which various appetizers, such as fruit Juice ot
expedient. The writing on used papyrus paper
"
above the big vats In the mill, this
sweetmeats, have been thrown.
was erased and the paper, which was thus made
wood being considered more adaptaIce
cream,
eggs
milk
and
shaken
old
ice
and
An
with
author
available, again brought Into use.
the steam
other kinds of cooling beverages are sold In an ble to stand the action of
many
has suggested that probably owing to this
vats.
the
from
quantity, but the old style of eatvaluable contributions from classic writers, Taciing "raw" ice. in what the Japanese call the
tus, Ivy and others, were lost to the world.
Unole Sam Doesn't Flatter.
korimlzu fashion, is still in the greatest vogue.- -.
,,
The persons employed In WashingYouth's Companion.
FAMOUS BRITISH REGIMENT.
ton to make out passports for eager
young ladles bound for Red Cross servTATTOOING ANCIENT CUSTOM.
ice In France must have soured dispoThe Coldstream guards Is a regiment of
in the British army forming part of the
sitions. That Is what a Kansas City
The antiquity of tattooing Is evidenced by Its girl says, and she has proof of It.
royal household brigade. It is one of the oldest
almost universal employment among primitive
'She has a large mouth, a prominent
regiments of the British service, dating from
peoples.
In New Guinea the young women are nose and sallow complexion," runs the
the
who,
Monk,
after
General
year
lOTiO.
that
In
tuttooed all over their bodies, their faces being official description on her passport, and
of Cromwell, took sides with the parlia- death
similarly treated after marriage.
now the girl says she doesn't know
ment and the army, organized the .regiment, at
In the Solomon islands a ,'lrl is not eligible for whether she wants to go to France or
Coldstream, a border town of Berwickshire. Scotmarriage unless she has been tattooed. The girls npt.
and
land whence the name of the regiment,
of Borneo are thus udorned from waist to knees
mai'éhed with It Into Englnnd. It has seen service
' 1,,'
in most elaborate fashion; likewise their hands,
every British campaign of any, magnitude, and
A 8erene Mind.
regimental
the
colors
feet and ankles.
on'
its
emblazoned
"Did you forgive Willie Bllmmer for
ha
In Burmah, under the last king, every male
names of ninny of the most brilliant victories of
throwing a stone at you?" asked the
'
was required by royal edict to be tattooed from solicitous mother.
British orms.
to
knees;
was
and it
customary for the
waist
"Oh, yes, mother," replied the angel-face- d
'
girls to have their tongues tattooed with charms
SLOW PROGRESS.
child. "I threw a stone much
to attract the men.
straighter than he did and now Willie
me for years,
"You have been trying to deceive
has some forgiving to do his ownself."
SUCH AN INQUISITIVE
The election

of the Russian duma and the tern- - '
pnrary. restoration of Finland's constitution. Yet
"restored'' is. hardly the word, for that restricted,
cautious hml. eminently bourgeois constitution lof
18(13 was
resurrected into somethlug democratic'
and terrible? á popular government, based UDfn.
full adult un"rage and proportional representation
with, an, elected house, containing st Its first ;n
'
semblnge in April, liK7, 80 soeiaf democrats' out
of a total of 200. And these, were genuine,
promisliiK Marxist .social democrats, the outcome ;'
(f a party which was first formed in 1899.. Since
then the social democratic representation of Fin- land has steadily Increased at every election.
. From the spring of 1907 to that of 1909 Finland '
experienced "two crowded years of glorious life"
In wldch the country simply hummed with Internal
progress and political development.. sThe old feuds
of Svekoman hud Fennoman were taken up with
renewed vigor, although the Swedish speaking.
Finns were now only
of the population
and Rllll decreasing.'

wheu-Russia'-

,

'

.'

Fihno-Swedls-

"

'

-

1

again.
The governors of Russia, having much vaster
affairs In hand, did not realize that the temnrk-alil- e
development of Finnish nationalism was directed, first and last, against the.. Swedish lanh
guage and
domination. The Finnish
language was spoken only by the remote' pens- iintrv nnri Finnish nn'nies oven were not legally
recognized.
Vet, meanwhile, a great movement
wag steadily growing up for the revival of Finland's own singularly rich and beautiful tongue.
The Finnish nemtle hecan to think of their
country as "Suomi," something utterly distinct
from Sweden or Russia, having a language and
literature of Its own. From 1849 onward, wheu
I.onnrot published the second edition of the "Kale-vala,Finland's national epic, educated Finns were
beginning to give up Swedish as a means of communication and learning tp use the strange, difficult, sonorous language which was their birth-

.
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Henry."
"Oh. come now, my dear."
perfect.
"It is said practice makes
me?"
.'
"What has that to do with you don't succeed
I was just thinking that when we were first
nv better now than you did

WOMAN.

.

'

married."-Blrming- hara

Age-Heral-

Get New Kidneys!

urine; losa of appetite; indigestión; irritation, or even atone in the bladder. These symptoms indicate a condition
that may lead to that dreaded and fatal
malady, Bright! disease, for which there
is said, to be no cure.
Do not delay a minute. At the first indication of trouble in the kidney, liver,
bladder or urinary organs start taking
Gold Medal Haarlem Oil Capsules, and
save yourself before it is too late. Instant
treatment ia necessary in kidney and bladder troubles. A delay ia often fatal.
You can almost certainly find immediate
relief in Gold Medal Haarlem Oil Capsules.
For more than 200 yean this famous preparation has been an unfailing remedy for
all kidney, bladder and urinary troubles.
It if the pure, original Haarlem Oil your
used. About two capsules each day will keep you toned up and
feeling fine. Get it at any drug store, and
if it does not give you almost immediate
relief, your money will be refunded. Be
sure you get the GOLD MEDAL brand.
None other genuine. Ia boxes, three

colored

eizes.

Hub Who Is thut letter from?
' Wife
What do you want to know for?
Hub There you go ! "What do I want to know
for?" I declare If you aren't the most inquisitive
woman I ever met. Boston Transcript.

Adv.

More Than Figure of Speech.
New Jersey reports the scientific
discovery that Insanity Is sometimes
traceable to unsound teeth. "Going
crazy with the toothnche" may turn
out to be more than a figure of speech
after all. Norfolk VIrgluIan-Pllot.

Kp your ller artln, your bowols elesn liy
taklug Dr. Pierce's Pleaunt Pellets and you'll
imp healthy, wealthy and wise. Adr.

'

Not Natural.
Nell "What would you give to have
such hair as mine?" Belle "I don't
know what did you give?" Loudon
Tlt-BIt-

Only the man who understands
women admits that he doesn't.
The wise man takes a back seat
ind watches the fool butt Into danger.
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Latían
Murine for Red- Patriotic
ness, Soreness, Granula-Hé"See how Bill's wife Is stamping her
tion,Itchingand Burning
foot at him for wearing out the carEye, or Eyelids;
of
pet by not wiping his feet
"I Drops" After the Moriea. Motnrtnf or Goll
Your Dtaggiat
your
will
confidence.
Ak
wa
"Yes; those are regular thrift for
Murine when your Eye Need Care.
stamps."
Ho.,
KMx4jr
Chlcaca
Marta &ra
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THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

GERMAN

RETREAT BRINGS
NEW WORK FOR RED CR033

Dr.H.S. Murdoch

Dentist,"

In France the retreat of the Gorman
armies and the redemption of wide territory bns produced n tremendous ex-

Will be in ROY
again,
...

pansion

of all Red Cross activities.

mid villages, but of pmetlcnlly

Ileádquarters

every-

thing In the evacuated territory.
It will be necessary to provide nt
once for the housing of homeless refugees In the devastated oreas and In
tlio temporary reconstruction of villages. It will be necessary to provide

Feb. 2d to 8th
at KitcheH Hotel.

also clothing, cloth and dressmaking
supplies! sewing machines, In addition
to foodstuffs and medical supplies,
throughout alb this territory.
With the coming again of winter, tho
fight against tuberculosis must be taken up with renewed energy. Seventy-- ,
six tuberculosis hospitals have been;
completed and are In operation, but
requisitions have been made for nine-- !
provisional hospitals, all to be
In operation before winter. The Rod
Cross bat adopted as a slogan "to visit
every baby la France." It Is estimat
ed that 80,000 French babies died last'
year, 40,000 of whom might hare been
saved. Oae of the Immediate objects
of the Red Gross Is to cave those 40,000

Few Liicupo
There are feu- indeed who escape
haying at least one cold during the
winter months, r.nJ they re fortunate who hav but one and get thru
s
with it quickly r.nd without any
consequences. , Take Chambcr-lain'- s
Cough Remedy and observo the
directions with each bottle, mid you
are likely to be one of the fortunate
ones. The worth and merit of this
remedy haa been fully proven. There
are many families who have always
used it for years when troubled with
a cough or cold, and with, the very best
-

tsr-iou-

All the official news of the
State Capital appears first
inthe Santa Ke New Mexican.

fresh political gossip
f the State Capital appears;
first in the Santa Fe New Mex
All tho

can.

babies

Shoe for Belgian Children.
Faced with the fact that Belgian
children are do different from any
other In their ability to wear ont shoes,
the American Red Cross, figuratively,
has (one In the shoe manufacturing
business at Limoges, Frasee. It will
endeavor to make shoes for all the
children In the various colonies la
France which it Is maintaining.

'

"And the symbol of these Is

the Red Cross."
Cross furnished by Rabbi Abba
H. Silver of the Cleveland Temple.

I
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'

organizations are reported'
'
fully in the Santa Fe New
Mexican.

of the
received over
leased wire from the Associated Press is presented in the
Santa Fe New Mexican,
All authentic news

Subscribe Now to the
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This Is the opinion of the Red
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- Work fer the Refuge
N. M.
Fe,
little
At Leghorn, Italy, there ís
shoe factory, which la furnishing work
50c month,
for the refugee families who aTs' under
the protection of the Amerícjíte Red
Uncle Eben.
Cross. It is but a little factory,1 but it
la providing work, which means salToo much of de gift of prophecy,"
aries, food and clothing for more than1 said Uncle Ebon, "Is dangerous. De
two dosen families from Spmlano'éW man dnt knows In advance whut hand
J he's jwlneter gtt In a poker game ala'
.
nooibb
'

fice. ,

,

.

New Mexican.

1

j

-

(ireat War,

In 1919.

'

Tor the sins of men God
gave them repentance and for
their wounds a healing balm.
"For the errors of meo Cod
gave tnern truth and for their
sorrows a treat consolation.
"For the hate of men God
gave them love and for their
greed, the gift of sacrifice.
"And for the wars of man,
which bring sin and sorrow,
error, evil and greed, God gave
them repentance and a heullng
balm, truth and a great coliso-latiolove and the gift of sacri-

ft

The activities of all patriot- -,

ty-sl- x

results.

CuTt T&f

News From

The Gormun, retreat widens the systematic destruction not only of cities
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OVER GLACIAL

How Betty Helped.

Betty heard her father any at the
breakfast table, after having sat up
late tho night before, writing for a
lecture: "I could have filled another
page with ease If I hadn't been so
tired, but I guess this will have to
do."
In a few moments Betty
emerged from the library with a piece
at paper covered with the letter "E."

BARRACKS

olomach Troubi'e
'Before I used Chamberlain's Tub- lets I doctored a great deal for stom- ach trouble and felt nervous and tired
all the time. These tablets, "helped me
from the first, and inside of a week's
f imc I had improved in every way,"
writes Mrs. L. A. Drinkard, Jefferson
City, Mo,

;
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My farm of 020 acres, one;
mile east of Roy N. M. one of

53

:

best improved farms found any
where, all fenced and cross fenc-- :
ed, ,130 arrers under cultivation
30 acres in wheat, Good Barn for:
lots of stock and feed,
Good
house, celler and
cistern, fine well, wind mill,
two larjre stock tanks, granary;
My health is not
for 1500 bu.
Kood enough to carry the work.

if

i

SECTION FARM FOR SALE::

develop
anil print your Kodak roll
films at lOcts. per roll for
developing and 3cts. per!
print for printing. Leave
j'our work at the S-- office
or Variety Machine Works
Rual Wade Photographer
I

iptive; either until Pegnsus per- naturally or presnmnbly until tho
has grown up ami is aide to make

tob.es
rl-- r

a mcnl of his charger.
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Swift & Companjr'buys jnore than
9000 head of cattle, on an average,
every, market day.
Each one of them is "sized up" by
experts.

,

..

Both the packer's buyer and the
commission salesman must jiudee what
amount of meat each animal will yield,
.i
j;
r u wm
'i. oe, me
ana now nne
grauing uii
the hide, and the quantity and quality
of the fat.
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If the seller accepts too little, the live-

stock raiser gets less than he is entitled
to. If he holds out for more than it is
worth, he fails to make a sale.
A variation of a few cents in the price
per hundred pounds is a matter of vital
importance to the packer, because it
means the difference between profit
and loss.

f
.!

I)

j

Swift & Company,

j

j

i

U. S. A.

j

m
j
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6,500.000 men and Iiiih suffered n loss
of almost 1,500,000 of them. Of hat loos
nearly 00,000 died In battle, find 100,.
Over .ViO.OOO aré
000 from disease.
totally incapacito led, jltlicr ly blind- At
ness, loss of limb or tuberculosis.
the present moment the' strength of
the Italian army Is 4.0.,0(KV Including
the iliitiS of men horn in T.NK), who
have been colled to the colors recently. It may be said, then, that the naa
Ims surfpi-ettion's
Iom of nearly n million.
Kut, serious ns Is tblx loss. Italy has
'Inflicted nil even greater punishment
upon the foe. In Austrian prisoners
'.alone she has taken approximately n
The Austrian loss In killed
million.
end. wounded is, of course, unknown
to us, but even the most conservative
estimates make .11 .far tremor tlmn
In the June offensive on tiie
ours.
I'inve alone over 'JOO.OOO Aiisirian dead
vero: left on the field.
Fighting Under Extreme Difficulties.
Asido from their nclilevcmeuts In
.other theatres of the wnr. Italy's soldiers have fought through fifteen fu-- Í
rlous offensives on the Ison:-.- und the
I'lave, Inflicting terrible losws on the
foe In each. These campaigns were
carried on In mountainous regions mid
under rigorous weather ci.niliiions Unit
taxed to the utmost the genius of tli
military engineers and the endurance'
of the troops. The foe, when hostilities opened, were on trenched In care- fuljy prepared and seemingly impregnable positions, backed by n network
of military,, roads and railroads. On
the Italian side wero deep gorges, unscalable cliffs, almost Impiissnble glaciers, passes filled ""Ith snow and commanded by Austrian guns. There wero
no suitable roads or bridges. The sur.
uiountinjt aiJíhese dimcujues has chnl- ninn-powe-

from him.

A

An ob- allien have overlooked.
server bns brought the microscope to
Sear on limny house files nnd finds that
the parasite upon that luiteful Insect
Too
Is often u n Immature spider.
weak yet to pin its web it multes the
fly its winged palfrey, nnd courses
from place to place lit the- will of Its

?.

If the buyer pays more than the
animal is worth, the packer loses money
on it. If he offers less, another ngrker,
or a shipper or feeder, gets lfaway

will

What Do You Think of That?,
Thvre Is nn aspect of spider and fly
relstlou which fabulists nnd natural-Isl- s

.i
A..

-

as beef.

o
-

f

;

KODAK FINISHING
Notice:-

.

Both must know market conditions
for live stock and meat throughout the
country. The buyer must know where
the different qualities, weights, and
kinds of cattle can be best marketed

M.

Half section farm land, Half
section in grass, Good improve- men Is, all fenced, 140 acres of1
wheal planted and looking fine.
Four miles from town.
.Beet of reasons for selling.
Office,!
Inquire at

'.

-

j

Information.
The blood and treasure of Italy were
freely spent In the successful effort to
out of the war.
put Austria-HungarWhile Italy's efforts were not confined
to the Austrian front, her contribution
to allied success was greater here than
In the other places wliere her troops
fought the battle for civilization. Her
financial and Industrial efforts have
been equal to her military effort, and
In all these directions dtaly has not
lagged behind her allies. TUat the
nature and extent of these efforts may
be better understood by (lie American
public, I wish to review them briefly.
In .considering Ituly's military
let me emphasize the fact
thnt.her soldiers have not confined their
fighting to their own soil. Like thORe
of her allies, they have gone far afield.
They contributed largely to the glorious victory on the Balkan front A
large contingent In France first gave
powerful aid in the defame of Rhoinis.
thep took part In the advance of the
allied forces.
Italy Had 8,500,000 Under Arms.
Since the beginning of the war Italy
Ihas called to the colors' little lens than
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Cattle Buying for
SwiftS Company
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FARM FOR SALE
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By OR. FELICE FERRERO,
Italian Bureau of Public
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Dlrsctor

"Now, daddy," she exclaimed, "don't
; I filled the pag for you 1"

Xp

ON THE FACE

TRENCH
DIGGING
AFTER A
MOUNTAIN

SNOW STORM
lenged the admiration of the

engineer-Ing.worl-

,
Over 2,500 miles of roads have been
constructed on the mountains of Italy
and of Albania, and 1.000 miles of
aerial cable railroads XTeleferlche)
have been built to carry food, ammunition and guns over deep ravines.
Economic Difficulties."

i

The magnitude of this military effort
can be fully appreciated only when one
takes Into consideration the economic
structure of the nation. and the nature
One
ijnd number of Its population.
must remember that out ot 36,000,000
Inhabitants In Italy at the beginning
of the war only 17,000,000 were male.
This seeming disproportion Is caused
by emigration, which was largely composed of male adults. Out of. those
17,000,000 only 9,000,000 were adults

oft Italy from one of the sources ofj
supply of manufactured products.
It
Is not necessary here to enlarge upon
tho well known fact ttat Italian niar-- t
domination
kets wet;e largely und
of Germany and Austria.- That Is á
situation : that .Is as Welt known to
Americans as It is and was distasteful
to Italians. And It might be said lu
passing that It Is a situation that must
be guarded against by. allied
itlon and sympathetic economic rela
tionship when peace comes.''
;.V
Mr. Francis IL Sisson, vice president of the Guaranty Trust Company,
in a .recent article on the. economic
situation of Italy points out that wh(Je
Uermany before the war dominated
the', foreign, trade of Italy so far as
manufactures were concerned, that
country was one of the best customers
of the United States In raw materials
and foodstuffs. That writer also points
out that it was the adjustment of her
Industrial and commercial life to the
burdensome new conditions that has
created an entirely new economic fabric In lrnly.
"Itnly's devotion of her resources to
war purposes has been complete," says
Mr. Sisson; "Her
In the
production of certain articles- of com- -'
mcrce' nmrked her as the chief source-osupply for 'Similar products of a
warlike nature.- Her ordinary production of automobiles, aeroplanes,
and henry. oil engines has merely been Intensified and modified In. the
direction of such n .standardization! as
would permit quantity production."

Consequenteconomically productive.
ly the subtraction of the .mobilized
forces has hnd an acute reaction" on
the economic life of the hatjon.' It is
estlmared that on sn nvehtfee only 100
adults remained In each town or village to provide In .each etise" for some
8U0 children below the age of fifteen.
Furthermore, the traditions of Italian family life render the work of their
women an economic factor of less Importance thnn In some other countries,
though It has been utilized to the utmost and is becoming more available
as old traditions lve way to war's necessity. No Troops From Colonies. . '
Italy got no help from colonial conFinancially Italy Responded Well.
tingents. On the coritrnry, the scarcity
Italy also has responded
Financially
of native troops In Italy's colonies
compe'lod the government to reinforce to the demands of wir with an open
them with troops from tho mother handedness that has surprised even
country. Nor has help como to Italy self. From the first of August, 1914, to
through tho
of Vvorkmeu the end of 1017 the total expenditure '
of neutral or allied countries. Italy, of the state were $.S,.S95,G00,000.
Cal !
on the other hand, sent a large con- dilating on the basis of a monthly aver !
tingent of skilled workmen to France, age ex.tfídjure for the war of $"40,000,
thus allowing her to release valued 000, tho total cost f the war, to Italj
t
elements for war. Furthermore, near;
would be more thnn $12,000,000,000.
ly 000,000 of our male adults residing
A further proof of the financial ef
In America gave to this treat natlou
direct contribution to her economic fort Italy made for the war, notwlth-standing her smull means, are the five,
and military efforts.
To meet their military obligations, national loans. The llrst one yielded
IKOO.OOO.OOO, nnd It seemed u;
therefore, the Itallon people have been about
yet still others were
struggle,
great
compelled to cut Into tho most orgent
launched, nil glvlnj greater returns,,'
needs of agriculture and Industry.
Her and the lust one, after the disaster'
continuous lack of labor has made the
of October, 1017, yielded about
task of feeding the army and provid'
ing It with munitions a most difficult
must be remembered, too, that
It
one.
shortage has meant a food shortAnd yet Italy, lacking Jnhor and In- labor
age.
It has established a vicious cirdustrial development, lacking almost
entirely coal and raw materials, has cle. Our lighters nnd Industrial workaccomplished
their work
by a miracle of energy been able to ers have
etuluie n regime of
create almost rrom nothing a power while forced to
restricted diet tint! husTticnnt real and
ful organization of war ludustrlei
J
.
continuous suffering such as proba y
'1
.
Difficult ta flMaln íinnrf
Is not to be found unt where
The very act of,euterlng ihe.war cut the other bplllgereui poodles.
.
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